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From Taff
tional ProminenceMcDonald has asked no
one for his resignation thus far. This
U not saying that he does not expect
resignations. In fact, he rather looks

from Warden
for such a billet-douCleofes Romero during the next few
days, and has about made up his
mind who shall be the successors of
Warden Romero, as well as of Trav-IinAuditor John Joerns, although
great pressure is being brought upon
him from very close friends, urging
him to change his mind. But Governor McDonald is anything but vacillating and unless very good reasons are
advanced, his present determination
will stick.
Governor McDonald is
also likely to announce his choive
for adjutant general this week. The
fight has narrowed down to the present incumbent, General A. S. Brookes,
who has made a splendid record and
is a soldier and organizer, every inch
of him, and Captain M. S. Murray of
Koswell, who has the advantage of
the
being a Democrat and having
strong Pecos valley backing.
Warden Romero declared to the
New Mexican that he is ready to resign and will resign as soon as he receives a formal invitation to do so.
There is every indication therefore,
that there will be soon a meeting of
the minds, as the lawyers would say,
on this proposition.

Special to The New Mexican
Washington, D. C, Jan. 22.
Nominations by the President
sent to the Senate today:
United States Judge for the district of New Mexico, William
H. Pope; United States attorney for the district of New
Mexico, Stephen B. Davis, Jr.
The marshalship contest is
still hanging in the balance between the present incumbent,
C. M. Foraker and Secundino
Romero recommended by the
ConRepublican organization.
gressman Curry was a guest of
honor at a dinner at a local
club given by the commissioners for the Philippines.
Former District Attorney h.
O. Fullen of Roswell is here.
The President also sent to
the Senate the nomination of
Harry Eugene Kelly for U. S.
district attorney for Colorado.
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'"I expect the resignation
Joerns," said the governor, "because
that official must work in close connection with the chief executive and
under the present arrangement, would not be possible. I
am not playing politics, but deem a
change advisable as a matter of good
business policy and for the benefit of
New Mexico. As to the matter of a
superintendent for the penitentiary, I
feel sure that Mr. Romero will see the
advantage of tendering his resignation
when it is asked for."
"I am not prejudiced against any
person for political reasons. Though
many have been, to my knowledge,

active against me in the last election,
yet I propose to lay all partisan matters aside and work with them when

make no
I shall
is possible.
political grounds. The
Democratic state central committee
has made no recommendations and I
have asked none."
"I shall appoint an adjutant general
within the next few days, but prefer
not to make the appointment public
until official acuon has been taken."
Mr. Joerns is giving the matter of
his resignation careful consideration,
but in the absence of an official call
to vacate the office he refuses to say
what action he would take. It is certain, however, that Governor McDonald has given his reason for expecting
a change in the traveling auditor's office personally to Mr. Joerns, and that
an extended delay would mean official
action in the matter on the part of
the governor. Both Mr. Romero and
Mr. Joerns are slated for a conference with the governor today, and it
U more than probable that tne matter will come to a head at this meeting.
'
Homestead Entries.
entries
The following homestead
were recorded in the local land office
Eliseo Sanchez, Kelly;
Saturday:
John Cariasco, Monero; Enoch E.
May, Aztec; Walter J. Hutchison,
Henry Coleman, Quemado.
Divorce Suit.
Petra Valdez de Romero began
proceedings against her husband
Francisco Romero this morning, in
the district court. In her complaint
She
Mrs. Romero alleges desertion.
asks the court for absolute divorce
and alimony to the amount of $20 a
month.
Insurance Examination,
Peter A. M. Lienau deputy superintendent of ilnsurance, returned to Albuquerque last evening where he will
continue the examination of the Occidental Fire Insurance Company and
the Occidental Life Insurance Company, allied concerns under the same

that

changes on

Que-mad-

div--or-

management.
Bar Examiners Appointed.
Probate Judge Julius taab of Albuquerque, and Charles C. Catron, of
this city, were appointed members of
the State Board of Bar Examiners by
the State Supreme Court, according
to an announcement made this morning. The meeting of the board is
set tor February 7.
Treasurer's Receipts.

The following sums of money were
received last Saturday in the office
of the state treasurer, O. N. Marron;
Jose R. Lucero, clerk of the Third judicial district, $42.30, on account ot
salary fund ; R. J. Palmer, treasurer
of Union county, $4,488.58, on ac-- .
count of taxes collected.
Arrest by Mounted Police.
Mounted Policeman C. T. Lambert
of Cimarron last week arrested and
procured the conviction of John
Lamb, on the letter's own plea of guilty of the charge of grand larceny.

Continued on Page Four.

To Investigate Campaign

Washington,
C, Jan. 22. Senator Gore of Oklahoma today introduced a joint resolution for a joint
investigation by Congress of the
Presidential campaign funds of 1
and 190S and as soon as practicable
of lf12. His resolution would provide ?50,000 for the investigation, the
first report to be made next summer.
Bill to Straighten Crooked Record.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 22 Senator Bryan of Florida, in a speech today opposing all pending general pension legislation, attacked the practice
of Congress in
passing bills to
"amend" the "correct" military records, thus pensioning deserters who
could not comply with the liberal provisions of the general pension law.
A more appropriate title for such bills
he declared, would be "a bill to
straighten a crooked record."
Legally Constituted Hero.
"And so," he added, "it has come
to pass that the record which the
deserter in reality made crooked on
his country's battle fields, in time of
war, his country makes straight in
in
theory in the halls of legislation
time of peace. He thereby becomes
a legally constituted hero, and incidentally, is enabled to read his title
clear to the sacred roll of honor in
the pension bureau.
Ever thereafter, the great heart of a grateful republic was permitted by legislation
to swell with pardonable pride
in
hallowed memory of his unequalled
imaginary record."
"We cannot reduce the high cost
of living and at the same time Increase pension expenditures," Senator Bryan continued.
"Let us meet the appeal for increased expenditure with the appeal
for reductive taxation and let us meet
the ungenerous appeal that the republic should not be ungrateful to its
pensioners with the generous appeal
to the pensioners not to be ungrateful to the republic.
Subpoena for Knox.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 22. Secre
tary Knox was served with a subpoena at the capitol today to appear
before .the House committee on state
department expenditures this afternoon, to explain the "secret fund"
expenditures for the Lake Champlain
centennial celebration in 1909. De
partment disbursing officers, Morri
son, had refused to produce vouch

ers.

is Pleased.

Washington, D. C, Jan. 22. Attor
ney General WMckersham declares
that public interests have been subserved and competition will be restored under the reorganization of the
"tobacco trust" adopted as the result
of the decision of the United States
supreme court dissolving the corporation.
Free List Extended.
Washington, D. C, Jan. 22 The bill
was completed by the Democratic
members of the WTays and Means committee on Saturday. After being submitted to the full committee, it will
be laid before the Democratic caucus
tomorrow afternoon and if approved
by the caucus, will be formally introduced in the House
Wednesday.
Sweeping reductions are made in all
the important items of the iron and
steel tariff. Among articles dutiable
under the
which would
be placed on the free list are iron ore,
existing duty, 5.92 per cent; hoop and
hand iron and steel, 10 per cent;
fencing, 7.97 per cent; nails, 17.7
per cent; horseshoes, ' 21; tungsten
ore, 1; zinc ore, 36.57; cash registers,
linotype machines, machine tools,
priiiting presses, sewing machines,
typewriters, 30 per cent.
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Washington," D. ., Jan. 22. Presi- loading shot guns and rifles 64 to 34;
by a Kansas City Surety comdent Taft emphatically denied to table, kitchen and hospital utensils U a commodity and railroads must
(Bv Ppeelal Lease.1 TPirc to 7few 3lTexi.n
pany bond. It is believed the
Chicago, 111., Jan. 22. Johnny Cou-loWhite House callers today that mem- 40 to 25; needles and bodkins 43 to carry it when offered for transportadifficulties of the bank can
the bantam weight champion ot
bers of his cabinet were urging him 25; fishhooks 25 to 10, and fishing tion, from one state into "dry" counthe world, and Harry Forbes, former
to dismiss Postmaster General Hitch- rods, reels and tackle 45 to 35 per ties of another state, regardless of
easily be straightened out and
that it will soon resume busiholder of the title, will fight tea
cock from his official family.
The cent; engraved
plates for printing the laws of the latter state. The
rounds at Kenosha, Wis., tonight. Th
ness, as its assets are supposed
President made it clear that he did electrotypes and stereotypes from 25 supreme court of the United States
to exceed its liabilities by
men will weigh in at 116 pounds at
not place the slightest credence in to 15; lithograph plats 50 to 25; saws made this ruling today regarding a
X 6 o'clock. Eddie Santry, former feath.
for.
stories that Mr. Hitchcock was disproposed shipment from Indiana into
"dry" Kentucky counties.
(Continued on Pago Four.)
loyal to hira.
Xjerweight champion will referee.
j

j

Han-eey-

.

's

s

l

j

j

v

j

Funds.

D.

Wickersham

i

h

DROPS TO
37 CENTS A POUND.
(By Special leased Wire to Mew Mexican)
Butter firm
Elgin, 111., Jan. 22.
37c; a drop of 3 cents; output 617,500
pounds. Resolutions were introduced
to increase the board membership so
as to cover six states, Illinois, Wisconsin, Indiana, Michigan and Iowa.
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The Little Store

TIRED MOTHERS.
(By Mary Ripley Smith, in the Springfield (Mass.) Republican.
A little elbow leans upon your knee,
Your tired knee that has so much
to bear.
A child's dear eyes are looking lovingly
From underneath a
thatch of
tangled hair.
Perhaps you do not heed the velvet
touch
Of warm, moist fingers
holding
yours so tight;
You do not prize this blessing over
much,
You are almost too tired to pray
tonight.

followed.
which eiins were drawn,
lomas Gallegos was shot in the hand FOLKS
but no arrests were made.

MONDA

PAST FIFTY

KTJSE

CSSCJBETS

Judge Fall Sold Ranch.
... Judge A. B. Fall has sold to the What Glasses Are to Weak Eyes,
Hachita rattle Company his sheep
Are to Weak Bowels A 10
inranch in the Oscuro mountains,
Cent Box Will Truly Amaze You
cluding the Nabour's Tank and the
Moonshine spring.
Most old people must give to the
bowels some regular help, else they
suffer from constipation.
The condiShooting in a Saloon.
In the Kentucky Saloon at Clovis, tion is perfectly natural. It is just
Isaac Cannon, it is alleged, took a shot as natural as it is for old people to
at Eugene Sebastian with intent to walk slowly. For age is never so
kill him. Cannon was placed under active as youth. The muscles are
are
less elastic. And the bowels
$500 bail.
muscles.
So all old people need Cascarets
Suit to Foreclose.
One might as well refuse to aid weak
of
as
L.iis
adminstrator
the
Trauer,
But it is blessedness! A year ago
the estate of Garcia, filed suit agftinst eyes with glasses as to neglect this
I did not see it as I do today
bowels. The
S. Miera to foreclose a chattel gentle aid to weak
V.
AYe are so dull and thankless, and so
This is
active.
must
be
bowels
kept
!
giv-on
of
j mortgage
1,000 head
sheep
slow
important at all ages, but never so
To catch the sunshine till it slips en as security for a note for $1,247.
much as at fifty.
away.
Age is not a time for harsh physics.
He
Drunk.
Was
Merely
And now it seems surpassing strange
the
You
whip
may occasionally
at
Sanchez
Jose
was
the
arrested
to me
But a lash
bowels
into
activity.
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
That while I wore the badge of Avalon Dam, near Carlsbad, on the can't be use every day. What the
charge of assault with a deadly weap- bowels of the old need is a gentle
PURCHASES. WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
WITH
motherhood,
ALL CASH
on but got off with a fine and costs
I did not kiss more oft and tenderly
and natural tonic. One that can be
The little child that brought me amounting to 25.C5 for drunkenness.
constantly used without harm. The
only good.
only such tonic is Cascarets and they
Held for Manslaughter.
cost only 10 cecnts per box at any
And if some night, when you sit down
Emilio de la Ossa has been held at drug store. They work while you
to rest,
manHillsboro under $5,000 for
sleep.
You miss this elbow
from your slaughter.
The bond was furnished
tired knee,
by his brothers in Dona Ana county.
were lost on the Plains. Their fail
from off
1 bis restless curly head
ure to return home aroused the neighyour breast,
Assault to Kill.
were found in a
This lisping tongue that chatters
Red MeClure was bound over to the borhood and they
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
condition from the cold
l.recarious
constantly;
in
Sierra county under
grand jury
If from your own the dimpled hand $500 bond for assault to kill, the and exposure.
AIFaU A SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
had slipped,
charge being preferred by W. B. Fer- And ne"er would nestle in
your gusson.
Fight in Church.
Mrs. Martha Burns was arrested at
palm again;
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Las Vegas for throwing a piece of
If the white feet into the grave had
More Smallpox at Roswell.
cake and a bottle of pickels at Miss
tripped,
Another case of smallpox, the fifth,
Mrs. Burns
I could not blame you for your
Galena Bell in church.
is reported from Roswell. Three of
and paid $25 fine and
heartache then.
guilty
pleaded
these were in the Bullard family, and costs.
Phone Black
Phone Black
one in the Cato family.
I wonder so that mothers ever fret
At little children clinging to their
Sent Soldiers Five Kegs of Beer.
Held for Assault With Words.
left
gown.
The Twenty-ThirInfantry
Upon complaint of Epifanio Rivera, Fort Bliss, Texas, today for Fort Ben
Or that the footprints, when the days
John Darby of Arrey, Sierra county,
are wet,
jamin Harrison, near Indianapolis.
Are ever black enough to make was put under $100 bond to keep the The businessmen of El Paso, as a farepeace, the charge being assault with well gift sent the regiment five kegs
them frown.
words.
If I could find a little muddy boot,
of beer.
Or cap, or jacket, on my chamber
floor
White
Campaign Against
Slavery.
Will Pay Only When Survey Is
In addition to a crusade against poIf I could kiss a rosy, restless foot,
Complete.
Now on the floor of the Sante Fe Trail & Curio Co.
And hear it spatter in my home ker playing and other forms of gamThe board of county commissioners
once
EI
and
more;
bling,
saloons,
Sunday
against
of Bernalillo county has rejected the
THIS PIANO WILL APPEAL TO LOVERS OF MUSIC, AND IS
Pao has now started a vigorous cam- petition of Surveyor John L. Zimmer-manONE OF THE SAMPLE PIANOS OF THE HOUSE OF
If I could mend a broken cart today, paign against white slavers.
who' desired pay for the part
Tomorrow make a kite to reach the
LEARNARD-LINDEMANof the county survey he has completed
N
Run Over by Passenger Train.
sky
and resolved to pay only when the sur
are ordering in car-loa- d
shipments for Holiday Trade. Place your There is no woman in God's world E. M. Collins of Lamar, Colorado, vey is completed.
could say
was run over by a passenger train at
order now for your Christmas Piano. Our pianos, our prices and
She was more blissfully content Mountainair,
Torrance county, and
our terms have satisfied hundreds of New Mexico
Clerk James G. Riggle Dead.
than I.
had an arm severed at the shoulder. County
and Arizona purchasers.
G. Riggle, county clerk of
James
But ah, the dainty pillow next my
died at National City,
Lincoln
county,
own
SANTA FE TRAIL & CURIO CO., SANTA FE.
Loafed Around Saloon.
He
California, of Brights disease.
Is never rumpled by a shining head;
Because he loafed in a saloon, flour was to
been succeeded in a few
have
has
nest
bird
from
its
My singing
ished a gun and exhibited a dagger
Established 1900
LEARNARD &
the new county clerk. Mrs.
"
flown;
a young man named Higntower,
was days by
L1NDEMANN CO.
Albuqurque, New Mexico
The little boy I used to kiss is dead! driven out of Hillsboro by the citi- Riggle and children are at Lincoln.
Mr. Riggle came to Lincoln county in
E. M. Lehnor, Expert German Piano Tuner.
zens.
on ac1SS0 from Watseka, Illinois,
of ill health, and settling on a
count
New County Clerk.
near Corona.
AROUND THE STATE
E. L. Fortune has taken charge of hoemstead
Dragged Down By Drink.
the office of county clerk at Socorro,
known
Maud
twenty
Holliday,
retaining V- I Newcomb and W. H.
Death of Pedro Navarro.
Hill in the district court branch of years ago in Denver society as Miss
Pedro Navarro, aged 50 years, died his office, and Misses Harris and Keal. Maud Charles, one of the most beauat Roswell.
er in the county and probate section. tiful and gayest of society buds,
daughter of J. Q. Charles, the build
er of the Charles building at the
Explosion Causes Fire.
Sent to the Pen.
The explosion of a gasoline stove
Eduardo Castillo pleaded guilty at corner of Fifteenth and Curtis streets,
in the dye works at Roswell caused Estancia to unlawful
cohabitation Denver, was placed in jail on Satur
for stealing a dress. Drink had
a fire that destroyed the building, the within the degrees of
consaguinity day
loss being $2,500.
and was sentenced to one year in dragged her down to the dregs.
the penitentiary.
Colorado and Southern Train Held Up
(Continue! on Page Seven.)
&
Eight men held up a Colorado
Found Insane.
Southern train at Garcia, Colorado,
Thomas R. Grandon
of Byried, DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED,
333 HICKOX STREET,
Near Union DepotJ
near the New Mexico border. They Chaves county, was found insane on by local applications, as they cannot
secured no booty and fled.
his dry farming claim. He was taken reach the diseased portion of the ear.
PHONE, RED 100.
to a hospital where it is hoped an There is only one way to cure deaf
ness, and that is by constitutional
Acquitted by Jury.
operation will cure him.
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
Henry and D. B. Dodson were ac
inflamed condition of the mucous linquitted by the jury in district court
Saloonkeeper Disappears.
ar, Estancia, of the charge of larceny
A. Ricordati, an Albuquerque
sa- ing of the Eustachian Tube. When
of a steer.
le onkeeper under suspicion of having this tube is inflamed you have a rum
murdered Daniel Nuanes at Albu bling sound or imperfect hearing, and
A Directed Verdict.
His bar- when it is entirely closed. Deafness is
querque, has disappeared.
At Estancia in the case of State vs keeper Daniel Papini was discharged the result, and unless the inflamma
tion can be taken out and this tube
H. L. Bainum
charged with giving from custody after the inquest.
restored to its normal condition, hearliquor to minors, the jury brought in
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
a directed verdict of acquittal.
TO
Cement Factory for Dexter.
The cement plant of the Roswell cases out of ten are caused by Catarrh
conSuit on Account.
Cement and Plaster Company
has which is nothing but an inflamed
mucous surfaces.
Gross, Kelly & Co., filed suit at Al- been purchased by Sweeley & Beck dition of the
We will give One Hundred Dollars
buquerque against Filoraena Mora for and will be moved from Roswell to
SflVP MftflPV an(1 ,nconven,ence by Purchasing Weils
for any case of Deafness (caused by
on
account.
1799.97
Chaves
county.
Dexter,
IHUUWJ Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circu
Checks and Foreign Money Orders
Flourished a Gun.
O'Rielly Has Resigned.
lars, free.
. Joseph H. O'Rielly has resigned
as
George Johnson was bound over to
F. J. CHENEY CO., Toledo, O.
secretary of the Occidental Fire In- the grand jury at Deming for flourPayable
Sold by druggists, 75c.
U. S., Canada, Mexico
was
Pool
surance
and
Edward
a
at
gun;
ishing
Throughout
Conjpany
Albuquerque.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constifined $50 and costs for carrying a re
pation.
volver.
Sheriff McGrath Has Appendicitis.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
Sheriff H. J. McGrath of Silver City,
was operated on for appendicitis at
MEN AND WOMEN WANTED
Ran Away From Home.
Jt
the hospital in that city. The opera
Fourteen year old Walter Tyra
FOR GOVERNMENT POSITIONS.
tion was successful.
started away from the home of his
Free booklet tells about 360,000
D.
father, G. F. Tyra at Lordsburg,
positions in U. S. Civil SerGrant county, and the father has been protected
Probate Clerk Poisoned.
vacancies
More than 40,000
vice.
Arthur O'Quinn, probate clerk of unable thus far to locate him.
lifetime
employment
every year,
blood
was
ill
with
taken
Eddy county,
Easy to get Just ask for examinaNewcomer Goes to China.
poison in his ankle and only prompt
tion booklet.
Njw Mexico Civil Sermedical attention saved his life.
Deputy XT. S. Marshal C. E. New- vice School, Albuquerque, N. M, Box
comer of Albuquerque, formerly a 462.
Successor to
Funeral of Percy Thomas.
clerk at the penitentiary, is planning
The funeral of Percy Thomas, who a six months trip to China, Japan, the
CO.
died at Santa Fe. took place at El Philippines and the Hawaiian islands.
I have
purchased the Morgan Livery Co., stock and
Paso yesterday under the auspices of
equipment and the place will be known hereafter as
the Red Men.
Fire at Magdalena.
THE STAR BARN. My endeavor will be to give the
Fire at Magdalena, Socorro county,
best service to the public and will keep the business
Divorce Granted.
CARPENTERS
gutted the hardware store of M. Cra- line
A divorce was granted at Albuquer- valena.
The building, which is the
open at all times day and night, with first-clas- s
AND CABINET MAKERS.
of livery rigs, hacks and baggage wagons.
property of Colonel Eaton, was someque by Judge H. F. Raynolds to
I Will appreciate your patronage and influence.
Griego de Barela from Porfirio what damaged.
Yours in Business
Barela, on the ground of abandonJ. R. CREATH.
FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER
chool Bond Issue.
ment.
Phone Main 139.
130 San Francisco St.
Santa Fe. N. M.
SIGN PAINTING NEATLY DONE.
On the first Monday in February,
Roswell will vote on a school bond is
No More Bootleggers at Roswell.
A thorough investigation under the sue of $35,000 which will be sold to
All Work Guaranteed
Phone, Red 115
direction of Collector of Internal Rev- a Denver firm at $205 above par. The
AUTOMOBILE,
CARRIAGE,
cent
inter
bonds
will
five
bear
enue Henry P. Bardshar, disclosed
per
AND- only one bootlegger in Prohibition est.
Roswell at that a negro.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
For Best Laundry Work
Qualified on a Train.
coun
of
Colin
Grant
Neblett
Tanked Up and In Trouble.
Judge
La Salle
A number of young men tanked up ty, qualified on the Santa Fe train at
BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
CHAS. OANN, Prop.
on Sunday at Happy
Flat, Sierra Rincon, taking his oath before Judge
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
county, and a free for all fight in Frank W. Parker who was on his
Telephone II.
way home to Las Cruces from Santa
Below F. Andrews Store.
Doors
Two
Fe.
Agency at 0. K. Barber Shop
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Mirror SiIve,ing,SAT,SFACTIOiN
Mrs. F. O Brown, Agent.
Itn.VMI.
y.
Rooms for Rent 25c and 50c.
Almost Frozen to Death.
i.aaieai am yoar rursUt for a
lMamond Tlraiilr
Short Orders at All Hours.
dcmng on mass GUARANTEED Pione Red No. 23.
The two eldest sons of C. S. ThomPhone, Red No. 2
I'M. la R?4 and Cold neullfAX
twaes, sealed with Blue Rihboo. V
and Brass
eastern
of
as
Gerhardt
the
Valley,
other. But of roup V
Tk
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
Urntmmlat- - Ackh.flll.,-in.from
WD
Now Mexico, while returning
LACASSACiNE'
PAUL
nRAilv fli.uj. lor an
Vy. a New Mexican 'want ad. Ji
vua.iw
Noodle Order 20c a dlsn.
French
wood
were
load
of
a
with
the
as
Brakes
Beat, Safest. Always Ktllai.l.
reankoown
JOS San Frar Cisco Street.
New York Chop Suey 60c.
bring results.
wind and
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
blinded by the

Again Reminds You of the Superior

Quality and Large Variety of the

" Soltaire " floods.

ITER

Always the Leader

GROCERY

Cas-care-

G

?f(l

"

WHOLESALE

AND

LEO HERSCH

45

ill

j

(Jwki.

ii

A SUC
WE ARE PROUD OF OUR STORE, BECAUSE IT IS
CESSFUL HARDWARE STORE.
YOU DO NOT "FORK OVER" YOUR MONEY TO US FOR FOOR
GOODS, BUT PAY US ONLY A REASONABLE PRICE FOR THE
BEST HARDWARE MADE.
WHEN YOU WANT HARDWARE REMEMBER WE'VE GOT IT

RETAIL

Flour Hay. Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

45

Y.JANUARY 22, 1912.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone 14.

If

Its Hardware We Have

Pnone

It.

14

FRANK F. GORMLEY
-:-

-

-:-

GENERAL MERCHANDISE

-

-:-

-

-:-

-

d

You are requested to call and see and

We

Start the

hear the beautiful tone

JESSE FRENCH PIANO

given better values than ever,
:
:
:
and 25c, goods.
:
:

NEW YEAR by

especially in 5,

10

OUR PRICES ARE MARKED

IN PLAIN FIGURES.

The Canon Road Automobile Line Passes our Door.
Phone Black 6619

436 Canon Road

COMPANY

i'

"

"

'

R. J. CRICHTON
LUMBER & COAL YARD

v!

1

Why Import Mineral Water
WHEN

:

i

b

YOU CAN GET THE

?

I:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special High Ball Ginger Ale
Patronize home industry.

Delivered to your house.

Leave orders

at

& CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

KAUNE

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.

DAWSON COAL

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

" The
Quality Coal."

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Ranches; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

CAD C

A

IC

rUli .jAiX

Modern Residences for Rent.J

103

F. M. JONES.

Palace Ave.

Wells Fargo & Co. Express
General Express Forwarders

a

All

Parts of The World

"iSfig

oal

WHOLESALE

AfD

Screened

RETAIL

RATON
YANKEE

.Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.

MORGAN LIVERY

J. P. Steed

& Son

Steam Coal.

Sawed Wood and Kindling.

mEurs.XUoF.
Telephone

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

!Y,

BARNES, Agent.

THE STAR BARN

Lump

CERRILLOS

j j

J.

Wood

STABL

Fir.e Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single

Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9
When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RICHT.

Ber-sab- e

Imperial Laundry

N
S.IG
PAINTING

Restaurant

CHICHESTER S PILLS

P.

ice-col- d

Ion Caspar Avenue

CHAS. CLOSSON

KERR'S SHOP, HEADQUARTERS

HUBB'S LAUNDRY.

FOR

WOODY'S HACK LINE
Prom

Phone us, we will be glad to call for
BARRANCA TO TAOS
your laundry on Mondays and TuesSouth
days and deliver on Thursdays and Meets Both North
Fridays.
Trains.
Bounds
All work is guaranteed; your socks
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
are mended and buttons sewed en
the
north bound train and arrives at
extra
shirts
without
your
charge.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122 Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
R. H. STOLLE, Agent.
way. Good eovere hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commerc'-a- men to take In
Try a New Mexican want ad. it the surrounding toxins. Wire Embud
etatlM.
brings results.
LfcfJJj
l

MONDA

Y.JANUARY 22,
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This Reduction on al! Cut Glass, Decorated China, Leather Goods
Before the Taking of Inventory,
DON'T MISS THE OPPORTUNITY.
:- -:

JiOKfi93ZSSaES53KJ

TIME TABLE ALL

REACHING THE SPOT.

LOCAL TRAINS
The following are the time tahlei
of the local railroads:
"A. T. &

.

F. Ry."

Tyeave

8:10 a. m., to connect with No. 3
westbound and No. 10 eastbound.
Returning, arrive Santa Fe at 1210
P. m.
Leave Santa Fe at 3:30 n. m. to
conect with No. 1 westbound and No.
2 eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa Fe 6 p. m.
Lave santa re at b:2U p. m. to connect with No. 7 westbound and No. 4

eastbound.
Returning arrive at Santa

at

Fe

8:35 P. m.

Lve

Santa Fe at

with No.
westbound.

8

8:50 p. m. to
astbound and No.

con-Tiec- t

9

Returning, arrive at Santa Fe, 11:30

P. m.

Passengers for the Belen cut-of- f
and Pecos Valley points should now
leave at 3:00 P. m. instead of 7:20
as heretoiori. Connection leaves Alt 7:55 r. m. instead of
buquerque

it Can Be Done, 'So Scores of Santa
Fe Citizens Say.
To cure an aen'ng back.
The pains of rheumatism,
The tired-ou- t
feelings.
You must reach the spot get at
the cause.
In most cases 'tis the kidneys.
Doan's Kidney Pills are for the
kidneys.
Mrs. Agrlplna de Gonzales. t02 Gar
cia St., Santa Fe, N. Mex., says: "In
j
1906, I used Doan's Kidj September,
had
Pills for backache which
ney
j
been a source of much annoyance. In
the morning when I arose my back
was so lame and painful that I could
hardly stoop. I knew that my trouble
was due to disordered kidneys and I
was finally led to try Doan's Kidney
Pills, by the good reports I heard
about them. The contents of one
box of this remedy drove away all my
pains and I am happy to state that
my cure has been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
Fosten-Milbur-

2:20 a. m.

covers and canvas sides, hall full
Index In front and the fees of Justlcef
of the peace and constables printed
In full on the first page. The pages
Combined Civil and Crin lc-- .l . . 4.00
Inches. These books ar
are 10
New 'exlco central Ry.
Leave 12:45 p. m., connects with No. made up In civi' and criminal dockets,
separate of 33 pages each, or with
2 east and 1 south and west
In on
Arrive 4:15 p. m. with connections both civil and criminal bound
book. 80 pases civil and 320 pagw
from No. 3 east
criminal. To introduce them they axe
offered at the following prices
cow-pan"I
New
Mexican
Civil or Criminal
Printing
has prepared civil and criminal
For 45 cents 8Uiaonal for a smgls
dockets especially for the uBe of
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
of the peace. They ore especia- combination docket, they will be sent
lly ruled, with
printed headings, in by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
either Spanish or English, made of hill must accompany order. Start
good record paper, strongly and dur- - j plainly whether English or Spanish
ably bound, with leather back and printed heading is wanted.
D.

hero.
For waU r from Las Animas ahovo mentioned which have been apin eastern .Mora county.
THINK OF IT
Small acreage.
Ii:;. Cherry Valley Ditch com- creek.
Approved proved within the last few weeks,
pany, .1. P. Van I fouton, for waters with proviso.
that a great many are for small water
to irrigate VHm acres. Returned and
No.
The office has been
Samuel Cillespie, Konton, supplies.
Stop and think a moment about
Covered by old appro- Oklahoma.
rejected.
the filing for water on pro- - that cough ihat bothers you so much.
Small irrigation project,
priation under previous laws.
Carrizozo arroyo.
Approved.
jcis which will irrigate probably as You must have been
when
No. 411.
low as III acres and which will run you got. it, for if you had been
No. rn!."i. A. L. Taylor, Artesia.
.McLaughlin & Stauffel.
per190 acres.
Watrous.
Returned and
Wood Draw for small acreage; i:p as high as one, two, three or four fectly strong your system would have
old appropria- pumping plant.
Covered
by
rejected.
it.
hundred
thrown
in
and
a
off
acres,
afford
two or three days.
Approved.
thereby
Glimyse of Important Work tion under previous laws.
No. "itl".
Project
Take our advice about this what
('has. A. Johnson, Cedar line means of livelihood for one or
of Territorial Engineer's
bi:ilt in 18t5 and wiihout the juris- Mill. For waters of Animas river for
ater supply and the government and! you really need js to build up your
diction of the 19H7 law.
acres.
it their own projects strength, and enrich your blood; then
management
Rejected.
Office
No. :r, l. Chas. De Forest a. Cliff. within their control.
On the Lower Pecos.
It has been the cough will disappear. We know it.
Carl Schntz of Coney Island, N. Y.,
covers one of Permit to enlarge old existing inl estimated by the department in conApplication No.
the most important, approval
made- gi'tion dilches tor ine purpose of in- - nection with irrigation resources of says, "It only took two bottles of
NVESTMENT
OTPOMTIES recently by f'e Engineer's office. An creasing irrigable act'' age for slight New Mexico, that. KKI.OOO acres of our delicious cod liver and iron
preapplication for waters of the Pecos appropriation ol water from the (Ula land could be reclaimed
by such paration, Vino, io put me on my
small filings spread throughout the fet. again when I was all run down
river in its extreme southern por- river.
Approved.
bmall Propositions Encouraged tion
No. ."79. .1. K. .Moore. Alamogordo. immense area of New Mexico, stor- with a severe cough and cold which
of New Mexico, was made by T.
A. Ezell of Carlsbad.
by Which 100,000 Acres
This project Appropriation of Hood waters from ing small floods for the irrigation of had lasted two months. I am recomSmall irrigation small acreages, of which there are mending it. to all my friends."
U for storage, forming one of the 'seomiido arroyo.
May Be Reclaimed.
innumerable qnantil ies. These small
in
Vinol is the greatest
the project. Approved.
lprgest storage reservoirs
strength creNo. "S2. C. K. Hartley.
Springer. projects .also, are of the most bona ator and body builder we have ever
s;ate, having a capacity of 190,000
During the past several weeks the acre feet at each
The appli- Small appropriation from Cimarron by lide character, a great many of them seen, and besides its value in healing
filling.
Department of Territorial Engineer cation is amendatory
In fact, up weak sore lungs,
having been constructed.
of 319, which means of pumping. Approved.
it gives new
has taken action on a large number
No. "ilS.").
Frank Y'. Broad, Chama. the certificates of construction and sfength and vitality to all weak,
a capacity of 110,00, but by
specified
of matters pertaining to water right
to
appropriation granted pale,
raising the dam height, etc., to :;:'.9 it Application covering three ditches. license
people. We guaranof added an additional
applications in different sections
Two being old appropriations. Appli- within the last five or six weeks have tee Vinol to do this and give back
capacity of
So much work of this
the state.
acre feet.
The maximum dam cation was approved for one: others been on small projects and which your money if you are not satisfied.
chaarcter has been in progress that
is K feet: estimated cost of being without, jurisdiction of this! have hastened their work to com The Capital Pharmacy, Santa Fe, N.
height
the Department has not been able to
Small irrigation project.
is $;:!.". nmt.
pletion and secured final papers, de- M.
The estimated office.
furnish the New Mexican with data project
No. 5X9. James A. Lafferty, Capi- claring to t hem a water right sulfi-run off of the Pecos river at Carls- regarding same up to the present bad has been made aggregating r.00,- - tan. Small irrigation project.
Ap- - cient for their small acreages.
Dropped Dead Near Faywood.
time. Several large applications have 000 thousand
The. body of Harry Lane, formerly
feet per annum. 'While proved from Bueras canyon.
been acted upon, which have been in a
No. 590. I. K. Shahan.
Springer
deputy 1". S. customs of collector unlarge portion of this is appropriathe office
for some
considerable ted
the late Pat F. C.arrett at EI
by the Carlsbad project, it is be- Waters tributaiy to Cimarron. Small
Relieves
of der
held up for different lieved considerable flood water will acreage.
time, being
Approved. Pumping plant.
Paso, was found halfway between the
reasons and have finally received ac-- J be available for this E.ell
No. ."91.'
Lucas Callegos, Vallecihotel and the springs at Faywood,
project, in- BLADDER
ticn when same complied
with the asmuch as the reservoir is located
Waters of Cebolla creek. Small
Grant, county.
Lane was aged 4"
law and were made without danger
and ail
in the stream bed and will acreage.
Approved.
and unmarried and death came
rectly
years
to the rights which had been
pre- catch such floods
Discharges in
from heart failure. His remains were
as occured last!
Applications Recently Filed.
viously acquired in the different por- spring, washing out power dams, etc.J Applications filed since December.
sent to New Concord, Ohio, for intions of the same stream system. The sume considerable
Kachcnpfttik bears the
December being low
terment.
portion coming in; and pending.
to
an
of
adjustment
irrigation project
As follows:
from Rocky arroyo below the Carls-- month in the year.
Hf,rr-o(MIDY
its neighbors is somewhat difficult at bad
cuuntrrffnt..
No. C.17.
The applicant was ro-- j
E. F. .Tudkins, Carlsbad.
project.
Try a New Mexican want ad. It
t.v nil
times, and requires a close and care- quired to file a stipulation agreeing Blue river.
171MI
acres.
For
'S
brings results.
ful study of the physical features of to
o. (US.
Cimarron
Valley Land
irrigate a certain acreage in New!
the country and personal knowledge Mexico.
Considerable power is to be Co.
For waters of Cimarron river
of the ground involved, and points utilized for
for the irrigation of 12,000 acres.
pumping purposes.
oi irrigation law which may he raised
Artesia.
No. 619.
No. 430.
Land
Cimarron Valley
Floyd Thomas,
by protesting parties.
Granted a certificate of construction, Company. For waters of Cimarron
Red River Valley Project.
project having been constructed as river to irrigate 30,000 acres.
No. 620.
W.
One of the largest projects ap- per application.
James, Hagerman
No. 466. Baldwin & Gibbonny, Ros- - Felix river.
100 acres.
Pumping
proved is the one covered by applicaCost plant.
tion No. 521, by the Red River Valley well.
Acreage GOO acres.
No. C21. James M. Cowles, Hager
company, of East Las Vegas, filed on $1,000.
man.
240 acres.
Felix river.
No. 479. Thomas H. Malone,
This project is
December 29, 1910.
El
No. 622.
Waters of the Felix river. Cerh eated in the eastern portion of New
McElroy & Austin.
Waters of Animas
Mexico on the Canadian river some tificate of construction granted, pro- Paso, Texas.
and river. 3,000 acres.
miles above the town of Logan on the ject having been completed
No. 62
Pecos &. Toyah Lake
Rock Island Railorad, and covers an license to appropriate granted, land
or
173,000 acres.,
approx-.mateilui.iwu specified in application having been Irrigation
acreage
acres of land.
The waf er supply ap-- irrigated and waters put to beneficial Returned for correction.
No. 624. J. H. Hertstein. Waters
n
w
r iiiiiimi
urn
proved in connection with this appli-- j use.
i
h i
In Other Parts of New Mexico.
of Primario creek.
2tl0 acres.
cation is on the basis of 1 second foot
'
No. 480. James G. Kerr,
No. 625. Macedonia
S. Martinez,
Deming.
The character of the
for 100 acres.
Waters of Rito Quema-bceCanadian river is extremely torren construction granted, project having Virsylvia.
About 200 acres,
completed and license to ap- - .en.
tial and storage of flood waters in
Xo. 226. Domingo
be
will
granted, waters having been
Ruiz, Dwyer.
propriate
reservoir
large
capacities
Small irrigation.
The water supply for put to beneficial use.
necessary.
No. 627.
Orchard Irrigation Dist- Ibis project is apparently ample ifi No. 403. Geo. Doak, Farmington.
11,000 acres. Ani- stifflciently stored, inasmuch as rec- Water of the Animas river for power rift, Farmington.
ords collected at Logan indicate a purposes. Extension of time granted. mas river.
No. C2S.
Florence Ixiwe, Dexter.
Raton.
No. 409. Joseph
minimum of about S00,000 acre feet
Doggett.
Spring branch of Salt
Approved. 1,000 acres,
per annum, of which it is estimated Small irrigation project.
DR. REED CUSHION SOLE SHOE
that Ute creek, a tributary above the No. 500. Tomer W. Sehofield, Ala- creek.
No. G29. J. C. Roseborough, Dem- For waters of Tularosa
point of measurement adds 100,000 mogordo.
i
Flood waters Mimbres river.
The land is located river.
feet annually.
Rejec- - ing.
Irrigation project.
4S0 acres.
almost entirely in the Montoya Land ted.
No. 519. W. C. Barnnin.
Many Filings Pending.
Change
Grant, which in itself consists of
Besides the above which have been
STAY tON YiOUR
seme seven or eight hundred thous- ol point of diversion.
Approved.
in
filed
the last month, (here are apNo. 533. R. G. Smith, Farmington.
and acres, a great portion of which is
FEET ALL DAjY
Re plications pending all the way beirrigable after adequate construction For waters of Animas river.
tween the last filed and first applicaand storage has been taken care of. jtcted.
and still be comfortNo. 538. Herman Gerhart, Tucum-cari- . tion recorded in the commencement
It is estimated that the cost will agof
office.
of
Some
the
of
go
One portion
Waters
projects
Pajarito for 30,000
gregate $3,500,0000.
able in the'evening.
the construction work requires a dam acres.
Cost $730,000.
Approved. through easily, olhers are held up by
You need not be
135 feet high and 29000 feet long and Cut down to 20,000 from Pajarito and contests, protests and prior
rights,
of a capacity of 50,500 acre feet at possible use of 5,000
acres from and litigation in court withholds
ss
bothered with
others, and the applications are being
each filling.
Being an exceptionally Vigil.
No. 543. David C. Johnson, Johnson, approved or rejected, etc., as fast as
latge project the times for portions
if you will
were N. M. Small irrigation project, from the conditions will warrant without
of the work to be completed
undue hasty action liable to prejumade liberal by the engineer.
Approved.
Dry Cimarron.
only listen to our
in the
No. 544. Murdo Mackenzie. Kenton. dice the rights so covered
Springer Project.
The past year
A few hundred
acres various applications.
No. 22. Extension of time on the Oklahoma.
appeal.
has been noticeable for the increasold project patrially built,
by the for irrigation approved.
parti-irlNeither will you be
of
not
Shoe'
No. 547. J. P. Van Houten,
ing
irrigation projects,
Springer Land & Irrigation company.
an increase in irrigation
ApThe Engineer rejected the application maker . Irrigation of 400 acres
obliged to sacrifice
b
this company for extension of proved.
filings, but in the increase of actual
work covered by filings
No. 549. J. L. Lawson, Alamogordo. construction
time.
The Board of Water Commisstyle for comfort,
Approved. which have been filed in the engisioners, however, sustained such de- Small irrigation project.
N.
M.
in
neer's
office
H.
No. 553.
cision in the part pertaining to the
Foster, Barney,
previous years. Irrigabecause this shoe is
are much
Ap- tion conditions, as a rule,
Small irrigation project.
proposed project for ?13 acre feet, M
one of grace as well
better. Finances do not seem to be
but allowing an extension on the old proved.
No. 554. Cosme Martinez, Valleci-tcs- . so bad in this state as they are in
d'tch wrhich had been partially com- as of ease. No easFor waters of Vallec.ltos. Small other sections.
No appeal was taken from
pleted.
Bona
was
Fide
this decision, and the extension
Propositions.
irrigation project. Approved.
ier shoe made.
It is noticeable from the filings
No. 561. Rafael Otero, et al. Hills- granted.
Eden Canal.
No. 40. Change of point of diversion for the Eden Canal proposition,
None Better
San Juan county.
Approved in conA man cannot understand the torture and suffering many women endure
formity to opinion from the Attorney
General on the ISth day of December.
uncomplainingly. ! the majority of men suffered ao much pain and endured with
the Price.
This project covers 25,000 acres on patience the weakening sicknesses thst most women do, they would ask for
the east side of the Animas river, of immediate sympatby and look for a quick cure.
iMany women have been saved from a liie of misery and suffering by turning
which several miles of canal have ala remedy which is safe
Favorite
Pierce's
Dr.
Prescription
to
the
right
remedy
ready been built and contracts let to take because
containing no narcotics, alcohol or injurious ingredients. It is an
for the remainder.
alterative extract of roots, mads wiih pure glycerin, and first given to the public
Other Reclamation Undertaking.
by that famous specialist in the diseases of women Dr. R. V. Pierce, of the
No. 371. Black & Ponsford, 10,000 Invalids' Hotel and Surgical Institute of Buffalo, N. Y.
acres on the San Juan river, appealed
Mrs. Lizzie M. IIksshf.imt!i?, of Lincoln, Neb., E20"C" St.,
to the Board of Water Commissioners
savs: "I send a testimonial with much pleasure so that somo
Tur-lewhere it Is now pending, by Jay
suffering woman may know the true worth of your remedies.
I was a great sufferer from female troubles but after taking
of San Juan county.
ono bottle of Dr. l'ierce's Favorite Prescription, which a
NO. 372.
Duval & Norment, Santa
friend advised mo to take, I found myself very much imFe, 30 second feet of water of Nambe
After taking throe more bottles, and using two
proved.
See
boxes
of Dr. Plerco's Lotion Tablets, I found myself on the
Where
river for power purposes. Rejected.
road to recovery. I was in poor health for five years but
No. 412. J. P. Van Houten, Shoe
Our
Quality
now I am cured.
maker, for waters of Mora river, for
Meets
"I hopo all women suffering from female weakness will
Window
7,000 acres, estimated cost $135,000
give Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription a fair trial.
Price
Display
Reservoir capacity 20,000 acre feet
Doctor Pierce'i Pleasant Pellets regulate and Invigorate
In one Ailing.
Private proposition In
tiny granules.
stomach, liver and bowels.
connection with a large sheep propo'
jiaa. ppgRHEiMEH,
silion

4

ft. Q. Ry.
Leaves 10:05 a. m. or norU..
-- Arrive
4:20 p. m. from north.
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ON A BED OF SOFT
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THERE IS WHsERE
YOUR FEET RESTS

Ros-wel- l.

Moved to Remodeled Building
NEXT TO NEW FIRST NATIONAL BANK

:

:

WHEN YOU BUY OUR
imm

j

1

J

SPRING AND
SUMMER

EADDIfC
1 flUlYlvJ

NOW READY FOR YOUR INSPECTION.

not buy a suit every day, so you might just as well
have the right goods, the proper fit, and at a fair price.

You do

Fine

We make

Imported

the Busi-

Clothes

(M

ness an

such as you

pr:

Art. Every

can only

Garment

f

y

see in the

'

is made by

WE

Big Cities,

1

We have

( CAN

Them.

DO IT.

$Mi
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7
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U

rz

Experts
in Their

Line.

NOTE OUR PRICES
and come to see

US

before you order you suit,

FOR GENTS

FOR LADIES

$20.00
Simply telephone us and we

CLEANING, PRESSING

will call for your clothes, fix
them up and deliver'them to
you promptly and at Right Prices

AND REPAIRING.

1

(T.apital Tailor
Q
SYUFY& YOUNG.
WEST SIDE PLAZA

::

SANTA FE, NEW

CUSHION SOLE SHOES

Walk as Much as You Please

foot-sorene-

WOBEEM

TAKE NOTICE I

at

-

UP

UP

rrr-- n

MEXICO

Price, $5.50

CALL AND

I

Sugar-coate-

INSPECT THEM.

$chn 9flueger
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ROMERO WILL RESIGN. igal knew nothing about."
James W. Noel, special assistant to
the United States district attorney,
Continue J from Page One.
THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
so stated today, in reference to the',
AUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGE3,
The robbery in question occurred on government's investigation of the dyEditor and President.
Vice President.
ranch in Colfax county, namite conspiracy. Mr. Noel had just
the "Bar-K- "
was
IIOHN K. STAUFFER.
CHAS. M. STAUFFER,
and concerned the personal property come from a conference at which
to
Secretary-Treasure- r.
of
witnesses
a
list
Generu". Manager.
long
prepared
Mr.
a
uohnson.
of
called.
be
Enough Quail.
Eatered a Second Class Matt er at tLs Santa F Poitoffice.
The quail trappers employed by the
OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
state have been ordered to cease STEEL TRUST ON DEFENSIVE.
$3.50
Daily, tlx month, by mail
IN
MEXICO.
state
as
of
work
the
the
game
Daily, per week. hy carrier...... .25
report
1.00
six month!
(Continued From Page One. J
and fish warden show enough on hand
Daily. bot south, by carrier..., .76 Weekly,
2.00
,
to stock those parts of the state that
65 Weekly, ner year
Daily, per month, fcy mail
Loansmoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
24 to 12; umbrella
and parasol ribs
50
have been in need of the birds. Warquarter
7.00
fcaily, per year, by mail
Weeky, per
50
to
30;
and
stretchers
railway
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
den Thomas P. Gable has issued an50.63 to 25; aluminum and al
wheels
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and sells
other order forbidding quail to be tak
OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
46.19 to 23; antimony 26 to 10;
'
outside the state except in ex- loys
en
domestic and foreign exchange andj makes telegraphic
German silver 23 to 15; bronze powTfce New Mexican is the oldeit new epaper in New Mexico. It li lent to
birds.
for
other
game
change
transfers of money to all parts of the civilized world on as
der, etc., 41 to 25; braziers, copper
every postoffice in the Territory, and ha a large and growing circulation
Water Gauge installed.
11.48 to 5; gold leaf 38.65 to 35; and
ot
Southweat
e
the
liberal terms as are given by any
and
people
the
progressiT
among
intelligent
Charles E. Linrey, section director silver leaf 87.70 to 30; tinsel wire,
o.f the United States Weather Bureau,
agency, public or private. Liberal advances made on con30
per
etc., is increased from 10.45 to
left the city this morning for Espan-ola- , cent; tinsel wire products are reducsignments of livestock and products. The bank executes
where he will install a floating ed from C4 "to 40; hooks and eyes
all orders of its patrons in the banking line, and will extend
water gauge 32.60 to 15; lead bearing ore 53 to 25
automatic
recording
to them as liberal treatment in all directions as is consistthat will replace the old stationary per cent; on the lead contents, lead
THL TRANSFORMATION.
(Mexico today. One sentence in a
in use. Mrs. E. bullion 93.59 to 75; nickel and alloys
heretofore
instrument
ent with sound banking.
Charles
Mexico will, during the next j Port of Territorial Engineer
F. McBride, wife of the station agent 16.80 to 10; pens, except gold 50 to
iv U. Miller, snows wnere rvtu iuc
OFFICERS.
will be the official obser- 25; gold pens 25 per cent, not changfew years, get away from the
The Los Angeles Times prints on of that place
line, can
Those i guerillas, the skirmish
will be sent to ed; pins 35 to 20 per cent: quicksilver.
Daily
Question of race antagonism.
reports
R. J. PALEN, President.
inJ. B. READ. Cashier.
of
three
first
the
its
More
page
a
pictures
victory.
magnificent
will be ver 13 to 10; type metal 34 to 15;
Denver where calculations
who were on the inside of the Repub-- ; wln
acres in New Mexico can auguration of Governor McDonald and
F. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
L.
A.
100,000
than
HUGHES,
last
water
Las
in
at
of
to
made
zinc
and warnings
Vegas
high
30;
lican convention
watch movements 50
be reclaimed through small irrigation devotes several columns to a descripout.
sent
29 to 15; metal cans
or
blocks
year, know full well, that this was the
pigs
man, when he tion of the Palace of the Governors
and packages 66 to 30; bottle caps 50
seed out of which grew Republican projects. The average
Supreme Court.
about a Reclamation and the splendor of the inaugural ex
defeat on November 7, and many of thinks or speaks
Court convened to 30; steam engines 30 to 25, and
The
ON
State
Supreme
of
one
is
ercises.
This
in
many
dollar
million
rmttd
only
Robthose present vowed at that time, project, has
nippers and pliers from 60 to 30 per
deemed today with Chief Justice C. J.
have
that
as
the
papers
metropolitan
But,
engineer
propositions.
in
be
the
are
to
that if they ever had a voice
Justices Frank W. cent. All other articles
the it worth while featuring the inaugura erts and Associate
deliberations of the Republican party says, his office is encouraging
Parker and Richard H. Hanna pres-rrt- , dutiable under the bill at 25 per cent
will
tion.
The
illustrated
small
that
reservoirs
builds
man
who
magazines
in addition to Attorney General ad valorem where a rate is not spein New Mexico, they would brand as
follow in due time and the territorial
Court cifically given. Telegraph and telean outcast and traitor the man who will irrigate anywhere from forty to
Frank
W. Clancy,
Supreme
of
columns
four hundred acres, because such pro- press has already given
D. Sena, and Bailiff John phone wire are given a rate of 30 per
Clerk
Jose
fpised again that specter in a Repubjects are apt to be bona fide and are space to the brilliant affair. Viewed, R. McFie, Jr. Interest centered in cent ad valorem.
lican convention.
certain to result in the cultivation of therefore, from the purely commercial the Van
Would Ruin Steel Industry.
s
contest for one
determined
Many of the leaders
the soil in the quickest time possible. side, the trouble and expense of pre- of the three state corporation com- - Washington, D. C, Jan. 22. "Is it
disthat it should be the last time that
into
for
the
mark
festivities
Thus far, less than half a million paring
missionerships, both principals being your purpose to publish to the world
tinction was drawn between
acres of the more than 70,000,000 auguration of the first state goverrecent in th fnnrt rnnm. as well as all the details of our mill costs of
and
American
acres
of New Mexico are under irri- nor, has been repaid the people of their attorneys who are today arguing production?"
demanded
President
one
that henceforth every
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED?
two million and a Santa Fe many times already in the the
con- James J. Farrell today when put on
to
possibly,
court
of
the
gation;
jurisdiction
in New Mexico shall be considered half more
seven
of
course
the past
days.
Steel
arc
indifferent
before
under
the
stand
acres,
the
Field
B.
Stanley
Neil
at
matter
sider
the
all,
American, and only the. best man
cultivation.
and investigation committee.
Many more
of
Albuquerque, aud Wilson
should win, irrespective of race, re dry farmingacres can be reclaimed.
-of
"If it is," said Mr. Farrell, " I think
millions
for
Van
Santa
of
Cleveland
Stone;
the
The
nation
is
Fe,
at
extidings
aghast
consideration
ligion or any other
lies the battlefield for the mod- o the wreck on the Illinois Central Thomas B. Catron of Santa Fe, who it a gross injustice to an industry
There
V
cept worth.
ern Conquistador.
this morning, in which the son of for has been retained by George W. Ar-- . built up in competition with lielr
The same sentiment was voiced aft-te- r
MOULTON-ESP- E
There is a note of triumph In this mer Secretary of War Wright, former n.ijo to look after Armijo's interven-- j gium, France, Russia andto other
the election by several speakers at
these
If it is proposed
D. Terrell tions.
put
H.
and
and
of
leadPresident
the
Judge
is
Stranahan
interest,
General
who
of
road,
Miller,
report
of
the
the annual oratorical contest
of Clovis, who looks after Owen's in-- secrets in the hands of our foreign
SANTA FE, N. M.
Educational Association, notably, by ing this new army of Conquest. He three other high railroad officials were
GENERAL AGENTS.
business
forests
It is the attorneys of Van competitors, our foreign
as
life
is
numan
as
One
killed.
good
one young Las Vegas orator, who says:
12
be
worth
within
wont
anything
the
who
have
raised
Stone
question
"Without exception, I might state another, but when a hundred of the
spoke of America as the melting pot
months. Mr. Farrell and J. A. Reed,
of jurisdiction.
of nationalities, and by Miss Aurora in the period of two years between common herd are killed by recklessgeneral counsel for the steel corporaconfined
t(
were
not
make
ness
or
does
The
it
and
writ
carelessness,
March
the
arguments
1, 1910,
present
lucero, daughter of the Secretary of
tion were witnesses before the commotions.
as
does
the
and
the
think,
preliminary
people stop
State, whose subject was ''New Occa- ing, New Mexico has experienced
mittee.
more slaying of men high in ti.e counsels
more irrigation development,
The arguments in the case were
sions Teach New D ities."
Mr. Reed said cost information had
AND
The Camden, N. J., Telegram, elab- material irrigation development, than of the nation. There must be a way opened by Attorney N. B. Field, of Al- been furnished to Herbert Knox
of
to
recurrence
the
Van
H
G.
in
of
bebalf
the
prevent
frequent
on
buquerque, on
orates
the same
thought, it has during any equal period
Smlth cotnmissioner of corporations,
on
and
the
the railroads,
slaughter
stone, soon auer me couri uau utguu
as it reviews the admission of New past. I might even say, any period of
"i asKed Mr. simtn to tane me into
double the length of time. While a the lawmakers could apply themselves its Session.
It says:
Mexico to statehood.
ms connuence ana ten me wnat ne
wa- with much greater profit to the probAttorney H. D. Terrell, of uovis, j,as earned a? to what it cost you to
Now Under the Same Management.
"With the admission of New Mexi- large number of applications for
Santa Fe, New Mexico,
lem of bringing this about than they
within
filed
this
been
ter
have
for Mr. Owen, but he did !pr0(lllce a ton of pig Iron," replied
rights
old
appeared
comes
the
a
co as
state
again
o
to
inventing ways and means
the permits granted prior to do
not get well into his argument before M,, gtanleyt ..ana he toj me he could
Mexico. Rooms
thought of the power of this republic time,
finandisturbing business.
mis tell no one but the president. I went :The only GOOD HOTELS in the Capital City of New
the court adjourned at noon,
to absorb different elements.
Nearly March 1,1910, have become so
to
commence
session
as
be able to
afternoon the court began its
en suit with private baths. Cuisine and table service unexcelled.
to gee tne president and he authoriz-- l
every citizen of the Revolutionary cially fixed
work at the present time;
That the Democratic boast of econ- at 2 o'clock and it is expected that ed Mr Smith t0 ten me, but the com-thdays was of British or Irish extrac- construction
more actual ditch building is being omy at Washington is all a farce, is
THOS. DORAN,
arguments in this case on the missioner then said he did not have Large Sample Rooms.
tion, although the Huguenot and Dutch
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of New Mexi- with which Governor McDonald was Waco, Texas. They also ask $2,000
Only one twenty-fiftMcManigal Confession Corroborated. tails at first witing invited. . .
co has been conquered. The Conquista-doreinducted into office. With some peo- expanses, incurred by reason of a
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 22. "Ortie
ALLIANCE
did not complete the job, they ple, simplicity is merely a cover for change of route, necessitated by the McManigal's
confession
cenceming THE INTERNATIONAL BANKERS
merely won the first battle in the laziness, stinginess and lack of civic theft. They complain that the theft the widespread dynamite plots has
-- 18
warfare Oi hundreds of years. There pride. True simplicity is never
Bloomsbury Street,
was committed on December 28, near been more than corroborated and we 14-is abundant scope for conquest in New
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have unearthed things which McMan- Pueblo, Colo, v
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The Strand Magazine and a number
of newspapers are amusing themselves and their readers by picking
out the ten greatest living men as if
greatness were something that could
be measured with a yard stick or
could be determined at a popular pri
mary. Probably, the zest of the game
lies in the fact that no two persons
seem to agree on a list of ten great
men. It is an old saying that no man
is great to his valet and no woman
to her maid; that greatness dwells
in each human breast; that it is
greater to conquer one's self than to
a nation. Yet,
conquer
great men have been unable to con
quer themselves while thousands of
ordinary people are doing it every
day. After all, human nature averages the same throughout the world,
and many persons would be called as
great if placed in the same position
under the same circumstances with
the same incentives at the same time,
hs those who have achieved greatness in the eyes of history and the
world.
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land office, JOHNSON TO FIGURE
division of the general
ko.ves the city tonight for WashingIN BOXING BOUT
ton, I). C, where l e is called on offi
EK3
cial business. Mr. Moore will be
Fight Jim Flynn and A Palzer,
Fifteen Rounds Each on July
sent from his dutii-- here a week.
RESOLVE.
R. L. Baca, state senator and can- - j
Fourth.
j
To keep my health!
didate for the speakership of the
To do my work!
Senate, and George W. Armijo, clerk (By Ppeei.il Lcasoil Ytre to New Mexican)
To live!
New Haven, Conn., Jan. 22. Local!
To see to it I grow and gain and of the corporation commission, were
sporting
promoters have asked the!
An
of
dinner
at
the
guests
yesterday
give!
here
for "tentative sanction"!
police
tonio
State.
of
Lucero, Secretary
Never to look behind me for an hour;
for a boxing bout in which Jack JohnTo wait in weakness, and to walk in
C. J. Roberts, Chief Justice of the
Your Patronage Solicited
son, the champion, will meet Jim
power!
Supreme Court of New Mexico, ar- Flynn and AI. Pa
her on the same af-- i
Robbed, starved, defeated,
fallen, rived in the city yesterday from his ternoon, each bout to be fifteen
wide astray
home in Raton. He will preside at the rounds.
It is
to hold the
6. LAUGHLIN, President
H. F. STEPHENS. Cashier,
On with the strength I have
sessions of the Supreme Court which sessions at a proposedsummer resort
nearby
Back to the way.
W. E. GRIFFIN Asst. Cashier
began today.
The nrnmntpis suv thev
,011 July 4.
Among the attorneys who were atjnave offered Jn)lIlson as his ghare B
Edward Spitz and P. McFarland are
na HWh- "ere Jluse
guarantee of $:,n,!00.
waru n.
visitors in Santa Fe.
rignt ami Assistant Dist
W. F. BUCK IS ILL
City Attorney Hugh J. Collins o rict Attorney E. P. Davies.
T. J. Guilfoil, an expert accountant
is in the Capital.
WITH TONSILITIS.
Albuquerque,
Established I856.
Incorporated 1903.
State Treasurer O. N. .Matron came of Albuquerque, and Mrs. Guilfoil, are
guests at the .Montezuma. Mr. Guil-- Superintendent
of Motive Power of
up from Albuquerque yesterday.
the Santa Fe Caught Cold in
Attorney R. p. Barnes of Silver City, foil is a candidate for traveling uu
Kansas Blizzard.
femur district attorney is in the Cap- ditor.
ital.
Carl Young, is a Japanese salesman
S. Spitz went to Albuquerque this working out of Ann Arbor, who is By Special J.rasefl Wire to New Mexican)
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 22. W. F.
morning on Grand Lodge Masonic in Santa Fe. He speaks English with Buck,
superintendent of motive pow-- j
ease and has all the characteristics of
business.
er for the Santa Fe, with h( adquar-- j
1! Attorney Francis C. Wilson has re- the "drummer."
ters in Chicago, was removed to the!
turned from an official trip to
Deputy Suiwrintendent of Insurance
here this morning,!
Peter A. M. Lienau returned to Albu- - railway hospital
suffering from a severe cold and ton-- !
to
this
the
complete
morning
Captain B'red Fornoff of the mount- querque
siMtis contracted while aiding in keeped police, has gone to Estancia on official investigation of the Occidental ing the line open in western Kansas
insurance companies.
court business.
'during the blizzard. His condition is
ft
Judge Frank W. Parker has return-Judge and Mrs. V. H. Pope and not serious.
ed from Las Cruces to attend the su- Mrs. Pope's sisters, the Misses Hull,
preme court session.
expect to take possession of their AD. WOLGAST AGAIN
V. S. Mine lnsiector Jo E. Sheridan Santa Fe residence, :j!7 East Palace
ARRETTED FOR SPEEDING.
o Silver City is a visitor in Santa Fe avenue, by February 1.
on official business.
Attorney Summers Burkhart, who Light Weight Champion Charged
With Reckless Driving at
Former Attorney General W. C. was a candidate for the supreme
Venice. Calif.
Reid of Roswell is in Santa Fe on bench of the State on the Democratic
Special Leased vrire to rrew Mexican)
ticket, arrived in Santa Fe yesterday I BySanta
supreme court business.
Monica, Calif., Jan. 22. Ad.
G. F. Murray, of the Santa Barbara and registered at the Montezuma.
Miss Delafleld, Miss Ledyard
and Wolgast, the light weight champion,!
Pole and Tie Company at Hodges, is
Mrs. Hosnier, are teachers in the pub- who has just recovered from an op-a guest at the Montezuma.
eration for appendicitis, and an at-- j
Higinio Martinez of Truchas, Rio lic schools of New York who are tack of pneumonia, was arrested to-- j
tour.
Arriba county, at one time a member making a western
the automobile
day for breaking
They were in Santa Fe yesterday.
of the legislature, is in Santa Fe.
Tailor-Mad- e
Sliced laws at Venice.
The charge
.Miss
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Nathan Jaffa,
J. F. Hutchinson, editor of the Col-- 1
nl ppri a ira i n Kt him :i t t h p Von i fp i fax County Stockman at Springer, is Jaffa and Master Jaffa left this morn-- j ce stati()n was ret.kleM
driving. He
in Santa Fe and called on Governor ing for Roswell, their former andjwaj. released on ba
trteir ttiture nome. iney went ny
McDonald today.
C. E. Doll, a traveling salesman, way of Albuquerque and the Belen TOMMY MURPHY STARTS
.
A party of friends saw them
who makes his home here, ;?rriveu
TRAINING FOR FIGHT
this morning, and will remain for sev- off this morning at the Santa Fe depot.
eral days.
(By Special Leased Wire to New MexTcan)
San Francisco, Calif., Jan. 22.
State Senator and Mrs. B. F. Pan-- ' E. D. Fowler, who conducts a garw
key returned last evening from an age in Las Vegas, and H. B. Hubbard, Tommy Murphy, accompanied by his
i
outing to their ranch on the Eaton the owner of a restaurant in the same wife, baby and manager, arrived here
P. 0. Box, 219.
Phone 36
grant in southern Santa Fe county. ciiy, stopped over in Santa Fe yes- today from New York to condition
"One
home terday on their way home from Albu- himself for his fight with
Douglas Walker is expected
tomorrow from an overland business querque, making the trip overland in Round" Hogan late in January.
began hard work today at San
trip, which he is making in a motor a motor car.
He went two rounds each
car to Taos.
Bird S. Coler of New York, who has Rafael.
Leroy O. Moore, chief of the field been on the Pacific coast, is a guest wilh his old sparring partner, Puggy
banof Mrs. and Mrs. Charles A. Spiess at Cove and Jimmy Fox, the clever
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS.
Las Vegas and may visit Santa Fe be- tam. His condition is pronounced
Your druggist will refund money if fore going East.
Mr. Coler stands
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any Vigil in the councils of the Democratic
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or party in New York and has held high SECRET OF WOMAN'S BEAUTY.
There is no secret about a womHe
Protracting Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c-- official positions.
has always
an's
beauty. It all lies in the care she
MexiNew
in
been greatly interested
to herself and keeping at bay
devotes
co affairs.
tbose fearful female diseases. No woIlJudge and Mrs. Florin Collins of
man can be beautiful who suffers from
Chiropody, Vacuum Treatment,
linois are guests at the Sanitarium aches and pains, "the blues," dizzisince Friday and will become perma- ness and irregularities.
Dandruff, falling hair and baldness nent residents of Santa Fe, Mr. ColIntelligent women now feel free
positively cured. Pimples, blackheads,'' lins
expecting to open a law office to acknowledge that Lydia E. Pink- facial lines, absolutely removed. All
' here, as he has property interests in
Compound over
ham's Vegetable
kinds of hair work done.
this section. He was for nine years comes the multitude of painful ailMRS. R. LOPEZ,
a judge of the circuit court, for six ments
Phone 5075
343 San Francisco St.!
peculiar to women and restores
years an associate justice of the su- the system to a normal healthy conpreme court in the Canal Zone and dition, and your druggist will tell you
s
speaker of the House or representa- that he sells more Lydia E.
tives of the Illinois legislature at the
all
than
Compound
Vegetable
KAUNE
GO same time that Judge John R. McFie other medicines for female ills put
IVCIDAMfC CI'OCTV DAVnC DCAI CCT1TC
sat in the same body.
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Next Door to Postoff ice.

I

a

(By Special Luaaer. Wire to New Mexican;
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 22. At the
request of the scale committee of the
United Mine Workers of America, the
organization's convention today decided to ask postponement of the
wage conference with the bituminous
coal operators from next Thursday
until January 30, in this city.
The convention appropriated $300
for relief of the families of miners
killed in an explosion at Susie,

ELK'S THEATRE
Tuesday, January 23

o
UL

JS

You

N. M.

SEE DISPLAY

6 lbs.

"

Per Box,

Cooking

H.

7 lbs.

for

Per Box,

"

8 lbs.

S. KAUNE

Murder Interrupts Search
of Salvatore Leoni Whose Body
Was Found in Ash Pit.

1.25

for

"

.25

.25
1.00

for

a

.25

(By Special Lrnsrri YWre to New Mexican)
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 22. The search
for the head of Salvatore Leoni,
whose body was found in an ash pit
Friday was interrupted today by the
hunt for the slayer of Edmonda Caro-bill- i
who was shot and killed last
night. The police claim they see an
Italian feud in the killing of
FIRST CALIFORNIA WOMAN
TO REGISTER IS 101 YEARS.

GO.

Staple and Fancy Groceries

(Bv Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Whittier, Calif., Jan. 22. The first
woman to register here for the next
election is Mrs. Lydia Heald Sharp-less- ,
who is 101 years old.

Petticoats $2.65

All Silk
ADOLF

SELIGMAN

DRY

Up

GOODS

GO.

.Season

The One Best Bet

HENRY BLOSSOM'S MASTERPIECE

Everywhere the First
Under .he Wire-

White Enamel

-W

Bed

Furniture

Room

Had one in the window And sold it within
three days. We will have more. Take a
look at this " New Idea " Furniture. You
will like it.
People on the Stage

for Head

NO PROFIT ON THE LAMP-I- TS
B

3

"

"

IS
'!'

Street

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
66-6-

Choice,

San Franciso

MULLIGAN & RISING,
License Numbers,

Santa Fe,

FINE DRE SS SILKS

EDMONDA CAROBILLI SHOT
AND KILLED LAST NIGHT.

l&

8, Capital City Bank Building,

trgether.

Amoskeag and Zephyr Ginghams,

Toile-du-Nor-

Room

HAYWARD, MAN AG ER,

B.

8

showing of Embroideries for Spring
Swiss

JOSEPH

Piuk-hi.m'-

119 San Francisco St

Batiste and

We are offering two COMPLETE MODERN
HOMES in State Capital at exceptional prices.
It will pay you to make inquiry about them.

j

H. S.

1912.

HOMES FOR SALE

Massaging,

O.C.WATSON & CO.
DVANCE

The PRICE MAKER of the City.
Dealer.

Exclusive VICTOR PHONOGRAPH

i

vim in

FOR RENT

f

5C

j

nnMPANY

FURNISHED

JV

n-

Ho-ga- n

1

cts.

5

Such bargains as these are very rare in the
large department stores of the East. You will
need lace soon for the spring sewing.

cut-off-

SELGMAN

two prices, 3 cts. and

j

f

Children's

y,

It goes with a racer's triumphant rush, and you say it is
the Greatest of all
Racing Plays

CIRCASSIAN WALNUT
THE

THE

SWELLEST FURNITURE

AKERS-WAGNE-

YOU

CAN

BUY.

FURNITURE AND

R

UNDERTAKING

COMPANY.

To Be Presented Here with the Original

Kirke LaShelle Production
AES

.

.ONLY COMPANY

That has ever played this Fascinating Character Comedy,
including

DAVE BRAHAM
In His Original Role of

"PUSH"

MILLER

Prices 75c, $1.00

&

$1.50

Seats on Snle at Fischer's Tru Store on
January 20.

JAMES

C. McCONVERY,

Hardy Plants and Flowers in their Season.
Phone. Black 204.

CURRENT WE WANT TO SELL
-

Listen ! Why Not Get the Benefit of All the Light ?
are using it. It saves
pay for, by having it right where
THE
and
rooms are
Our
your light
on

SAVES
bill
EYES.
you
open for your
display
inspection, and we have the finest line of Reading and Student Lamps that can be seen anywhere, and we will sell them right. Get away from
the idea that these lamps are expensive. Cheaper, cleaner, give the maximum light, and better looking than
anything you can get.
-

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT COMPANY, WASHINGTON STREET.

415

Palace Avenue.

s

ZT

o
3

r
5zL gj"
o
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t. Louis Rockv ML
Railway

(Road Down)
1

19

,

:

30
7 40
05
8 20
,, 35
50
9 10
9 35
10 00

....

In eftect Dee, :ilat

0

0
7

S 07
3 45

j

48
55

3 35

J

2

415
143

5 00

68
7S
82

10
5 18
6 2S
6 45

k

("J

Read

I
2

20
4
3
3
3
3
2
2

Peditian
t.'apnlln
Vltfil

Tbmnr.u

Cumillluti.:!!!
....Clifton House N.M
Knton. N. M. ...T.v
Ar
Ar
iitttou, N . M
j.Lv
... .Clifton House N'M....

.

.

Ar

tConnects at Colfax with
Stage for Van Houten,

8 20
8 02
7 46

Lv

Ar

It's tlie price

If IT

3&RV.CAN GUARANTY'!

30

is the right

a m

7777777777

6 35
6 27
6 17
6 00

p.m I p in
E. P. & S W. Ry. train both North and South
X. M... meets trains at Preston, X. M.

JDaily except Sunday.
"Daily except Saturday.
Stage leaves Ute Park, X. M . for Eliznbetbtown, X. M., at 9:00 a. m. daily
except Sundays. Fare $2.00 one way, ?:.50 round trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
C. & S. train leaves De Moines, N. M., for the south at 11:11 p. m., ar
rives from the south at 4:38 a. m.
L. C. WHITE
J. VAN HOUTEN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
V. P. G. M.,
G. P. Agent
Superintendent.

B AKING
POWD

e

Send for the K C Cook's Book
It's FREE
The K C Cook's Book, containing 90 tester!, easily-marecipes, sent free upon receipt of the colored cercm. Send it today.
tificate packed in the

JAQUES MFG. CO.
CHirARD

de

t.

nt

Jaques Mfg. Co., Chicago

25

When Going

EAST

THE
FORUM
WEST

oR

USE THE

SHORTEST LINE TO

enver, Colorado

Springs and Pueblo
4P

long-tim-

at

tickets and rerervations
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING

J

OR

UNION

DEPOT

New Mexijo Military

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

The West

Point of the Southwest"
by United States War DeInstitupartment as "Distinguished
tion." Army officers detailed by Wai
Ranked

itrsttr?

wt

T'

i

LETTER LIST.

6
V

REGENTS E. A. CAHOON, Pres.
W. G. HAMILTON. Vice Pree.
3. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary.
and W. A. FINLEY.

6

(jlSS'Btt

V

ca-

11.1

!

talogues address:
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
Superintendent,

W. L. DeCLOW,

America's Largest Horse and Jack Importer, Removing His Business to New Mexico.

I am arranging to
change my business location from Cedai
Rapids, la., to El Paso, Tex., or some desirable point near by. I am
shipping 30 Imported Stallions and Mammoth Jacks on January 15
1912, being my first consignment. I would like to correspond with
all stockmen who are in need of Stallions, Jacks or Full Blood
Mares. I can aiso furnish Registered Shorthorn and Hereford Bulls
and Registered Shropshrire Bucks at very reasonable prices. Please
write me. If not in need yourself, please tell your neighbors.

W. DeCLOW,

Cedar Rapids Jack and Stallion Importing Farm, Cedar Rapids, la
I have
recently secured a special rate by express by which I can ship
jacks at lower rates than ever before. I can ship jacks from Cedar Rapids, la, to Albuquerque, N. M, for $55 each, to Phoenix, Ariz., for $104
each, and can reach other points at corresponding rates.

Herewith are some Bargains offered,
by the New Mexican PrinUneCom-pany- :
Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1S97. sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c. Missouri
Pleading forms, J5; Missouri Code
PleaJings, $6; the two for $10.
Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws
f New Mexico, ;SS3, 1031 tnd 1903,
English Rnd Snanish nairphlets. $2.2R;
full leather
Sheriff s Flexible
;.
Cover Pock.t Dockets, single. $1.2fi;
two or more books, II each.
New
Mxlco Supreme Court Reports, Mot
aad 10 Inclusive, $3.30 each. Com
tillatloa Corporation Laws, 75 c. Com
dilation Mining Laws, 0 c Money's
igeat of New Mexico H sports, ful
kern. 6.59: full list school blank.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
11, 1912.

January

Crpy in Triplicate to Pecos Forest.
Notice is hereby given that Fred
Clokc-y- ,
of Glorieta, X. M., who, on
June 2, 1S0C, made homestead
Xo.
for Lot 4, Sec. 3, Lot 1,
SE1-4- ,
See. 4, T. 15 X., and SE
Section 33, Township 16 X., Range 11
E., X. M. Meridian, has filed notice
of intention to make final five year
pToof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Register or
Receiver U. S. Land Office, at Santa
Fe, N. M., on the 19 day of Febiuary,
9492-0710-

4

t

Try a New Mexican Wint
brines multl

,

1912.

Claimant names as witnesses:
R. N. Clokey, Albino Encinias, Carlos Garcia and Fidencio Garcia, all of
Glorieta, N. M.
It
MANUEL R. OTERO,

Afl.

ili

'A
-

:

e

'

"fix,

i,

j.

.

you mean by hammering at our
lax marriage laws. To spare other
parents the tortures that my wife and
I are suffering until we can get this
awful thing annulled keep it up!'"
The editor comments at some length
on the laxity of our marriage laws,
which it would be well for the members of our first state legislature now
soon to assemble, to read and give
some thought, that they may enact a
good law on this subject.
If marriage were properly guarded
the divorce evil would not disrupt
so many families with all the attendant evils; take up so much of the
time of the courts, and disgrace our
boasted Twentieth
Century civilization.
Then let us have a marriage law
that requires the applicant to exhibit
to the proper officer a certified copy
of ihe birth record, or some other evidence equally good, as to having at
tained a legal marriage age. A law
that does not permit the issuance of
a marriage license to any one of unsound mind, or to any one largely defective in the mental faculties; or to
anyone so defective physically or otherwise that the progeny likely to result from such a union would broba-blbecome a burden upon the public,
if not a criminal.
Some evidence should also be furnished the officer issuing the license
y

i

j

i

that the contracting parties have the
ability to properly maintain the family relations, the support and education of any offspring that may result
from the union. Then provide that
the marriage shall not be consumated
in haste. If our states had marriage
laws embracing these ideas, the unprecedented divorce records would be
largely reduced in the next generation
as well as many other evils growing
out of improper marriages.
J. B. UNDERWOOD.

v

ft

Register.

List of letters remaining uncalled
for in the postoffice at Santa Fe, N.
M,, for week ending Jan.
13, 1912.
If not called for within
two weeks
they will be sent to the dead letter
office at Washington.
Asher, W. C.
Aiarid Borreto
Bitner Clyde
Blerius J. E.
Brown, Gov. Chas.
Buck, Mrs. M. C.
Brogan, Jno.
Butter, Monta.
Baca, Francisquita.
Baca, Mrs. B. (2)
Baca, Mrs. Josie B.
Clark, J. N.
r
Clendening, Mrs.
Calxa, Peter.
Collins, Miss K. V.
Corey, Jno.
Connors. J. R.
Coffin, W. J.
Corlislie, Mrs. W. S.
Chaves, Casimira.
Duran, G.
Deian.
Deason, Ed.
Davis, Mrs. CapL
Davis, Anna.
Franklin, F.
Frinkey, Rosa.
Frank. Leonard.
Gonzales, Camilo.
Garcia, Josephine.
Garcia, Ramoncita.
Garsia, Sisilio.
Gailegos Andres.
Grigsby, Jack.
Go, Milvson.
Haston, Jno.
Herber, Eugenia.
Halesgehe.
Harada, H.
Hull. Mrs. Celia.
Hartley, Sammy.
Herrera, Julian.
Herrera, Isidro. ,
Johnson Louise & Florence.
Jones, R. M.
Jonson, Albert.

Keller, Frank.

Lettow, J. H.
Minor, Jack.
Magill, Jim.
Miller, Dayton.
Miller, Mamie.
Miller, C. L.
Maag, Emma.
Mackie, Alex.
Mauth, Chas.
Moore, Mary.
McNiel, Jack.
MacKibbin, S. S.
McSwigen, Frank.
McMillan, Ross.
Maez, Chonita C. de
Muniz, Juan.
Montiel, Felipe.
Martinez, Librada.
Montoya, Jose R.
Montoya, Jose R.
Mcntoya, Reyes.
Montoya, Alvino.
Owen, Mrs. J. G.
Polaco, Elfido.
Pacheco, Xarciso.
Padilla, Dionioso.
Padilla, Epifania.
Romero, Manuelita.
Romero, Pablo.
Romero, Sotero.
Rodriguez, Louis.
Rodriguez, Virginia (2)
Romero, Josefita.
Romero, Trinidad.
Romero, Tomasa G.
Romero, Resauda.
Rochester, Catalina.
Romero, Xoberta.
Rochester, Clarence.
Stephens, Mrs. Bina.
Smith, Jas. W.
Sedios, Senora F. R.
Sanchez, Sixto.
Salazar, Antonino.
Trujilo, Eduardo.
Trigiyo, Ramoncita.
Watson, Frank.

Kozuwa, N. (2)
Ksuwa & Harada (2)
Kowalski, Nick (3)
Laurude, C. W.
Land, W. H.

Hotel Arrivals.

ORDINANCES PASSED BY CITY
COUNCIL.
Ordinance No. 1.
An ordinance entitled "An Ordinance to levy assessment upon lots
and pieces of property abutting upon
Don Gaspar Avenue in the City of
Santa Fe. New Mexico, for the purpose of paying the costs of sidewalk
improvements, and fixing a lieu upon
each parcel of said property, and to
secure the payment of the assessment
thereon, and declaring said assessments a personal liability and claim
against the several owners of said
property, and providing for the colleo
tion and enforcement thereof."
Be it ordained by the City Council
of the City of Santa Fe:
Sec. 1. That, whereas, the City Council of said city has by resolution or
ordinance ordered the improvement
Ulibarri, Sofia.
ot Don Gaspar Avenuee by the conValdez, Jenovevo.
struction on each side thereof of
Vijil, Antonio.
brick or cement sidewalks.
Walker, Lucy.
Whereas, after notice as required
White, C. W.
by Chapter 54, of the Laws of the TerWoodside, Forrest.
ritory of New Mexico of 1899, and the
Young, Carrie.
In calling for these letters nlease ordinances of said city, the owners
of the hereinafter described lots or
state whether "advertised" or not.
parcels of real estate abutting on the
E. C. BURKE, Postmaster.
aforesaid portions of Don Gaspar
Avenue have failed to build or con
Try a New Mexican "Want At, tt struct the sidewalks as required.
1
And, whereas, therefore, the side
brings results.
,

(2)

17-1- 8

vhat

1

Department.
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or busineBi
life. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School in the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3vul)
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day, but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
Is all respects.

For particulars and Illustrated

The Marriage Laws.
Willard, X. M., Jan. 19 The attempted elopement a few days since
o a couple of our school children
crused some gossip, and a ripple of
excitement in the community, as well
as some sorrow and remorse to he suffered by the girl's parents. However,
the accomplishment of the intended
results of the elopement were not successful, because the Romeo in this
case failed io p it in his appearance
a: the depot in the city in wiieh it
was understood they would meet. A
few hours after ihe girl's arrival there
friend of the family ara
rived and induced this Juliet to return to her good hoaie to remove the
sadness and make glad the hearts of
her grieving parents, and it is to be
hoped a wiser girl.
This calls to mind what is said in
an editorial in a late Ladies' Home
Journal. The editor says:
"A
girl came home from
school the other day with her books
under her one arm, and on her other
arm a boy whom she introduced to
the amazed mother as her "husband."
Of course the mother took it as a
joke, but after a few questions the
joke' turned out to be a fact. The
little girl was an only child, the apple of her father's eye: she 'adored'
this handsome hoy: she was at a
time of her life when her mind, by
Nature's ordinance, was keyed to a
condition in which the duties of prob-ible maternity impressed her as the
most solemn matter of her womanly
existence.
Every woman knows that
time.
She believed the honeyed
words of the boy that they were made
for each other: twin souls. He be-- !
lieved it too. The fact that he was
16 years of age was no obstacle to his
conviction!
Sich essentials do not
bother the young. 'Now' writes the
broken-heartefather, 'do I know

seve-elare- d

;

sells for. Do not pay more; it's a tvaste of money.
K C Baking Powder is pure, wholesome and effective in action. Results are sure and certain.
A trial will not only convince, but make you
a firm, fast friend. You really ought to know
for yourself what a wonderful baking help K C
Baking Powder is.

....

77.

Park, N. M...LV

J

25 ounces for 25 cents

price to pay for baking powder.

de-aft-

$10,-00-

j

905jT77.

Hftrian

L't--

50
30
15
05
45
25

155
1

9 32
8 55

Cimarron
Olmarrou
Nash

Ar
Lv

One cent an ounce

00

10 15
9 49

Sl'reatou
Koehler Junction
....Koenier
tdoitax
(Htrroaoso

rp)

12

Lv..Dea Moines. N. M...Ar
Kunialdo

J

94

1911

STATIONS

.

The right powder
at the right price

RATON NEW MEXICO.

Miles
4
11
16
20
25
31
42
49

2 30
2 47

.....

walks have been constructed and built the west by lands of Leo Hersch, and
by order of the city council of the having a frontage of 5S feet, on said
City of Santa. Fe as provided by stat- portion of San Francisco
street,
Ten Acres Set Aside on Which Pupils ute in such cases.
$1S0.34;
Mrs Joseph Hersch, owner,
And, whereas, the construction or
that
May Receive Instruction in
Practical Agriculture.
building of sidewalks has been com certain lot or tract of land on the
north side of that portion of San
pleted ;
Therefore, Be It Further Ordained: Francisco street, bounded on the east
Deming, X. M.. Jan. 22. W.
Sec. 2.
of El Paso, has bought of
That there shall be and by land of the Delgados and on the
Dr. J. M. Williams and Joe Young a hereby is expressly assessed against west by the land of Manuel C. de Baca
herein-ra- l and
section of land adjoining the A. L. each of the several owners
having a frontage of 79.5 feet on
sums so assessed are hereby
that portion of said San Francisco
Taylor farm eight miles southwest of
named and their several lots or St., and that certain tract or parcel of
Deming. The consideration was
This tract of land joins one of pieces of property owned by them land on the south of that portion of
described said San Francisco street, bounded
the best farms, and the largest or- respectively hereinafter
chard in the entire valley. Mr. Tay- abutting on said portions of the said on the east by .lands of Fred Lopez
lor has now 78 acres in young or Don Gaspar Avenue, the several sums and on the west by Sandoval street,
and having a frontage of 49.4 feet,
chard, and will ultimately put his hereinafter mentioned and said
vlinlfs tmr.f if
to be a personal liability which on that portion of said San Francisco
nnt'ac inir fruit Tt
is understood that Mr. Lovelace sold shall be discharged and paid with in- street, $309.20.
a twenty-fivfoot lot on Gold avenue terest and penalties as herein provided
Sec. 3. The amount so assessed
to W. E. Holt for $2,150. This lot by said several owners and a lien is shall be a lien upon such lots or par
was sold four months ago for $1100. hereby declared and fixed upon each of cels of land, and if the same be not
R. C. Ely and Superintendent J. B. said several lots or pieces of property paid within thirty days after the pasnnvment nf the sums afises-- ' sage of this ordinance, it shall be the
Taylor of the city schools, have ar- li spriirfl
scd
the same with interest duty of the City Clerk of said city
of
against
school
the
children
for
ranged
Deming who desire to do so to get and penalties which may be enforced to make out and sign, attest with the
and the seal of said city, and file for record
some actual experience in farming in against the said premises
the Mimbres valley. Ten acres has owners thereof as hereinafter provid- in the office of the Probate Clerk and
Recorder of the county, a
been set apart by the Little Vine- ed. The said owners and the lots or
re- claim or lien
therefor; and all subyards Company, of which Mr. Ely is pieces of property owned byofthem
the re- sequent purchasers, mortgagees or
manager, for the free use of students spectively and the amount
in the public schools.
It is believed spective assessments hereinafter made encumbrances of such lots or parcels
that 100 boys will take up this prop- against each owner and his property of land shall take the same subject
osition, which will give each a gar- are named, described and fixed as to such lien, interest and cost thereof as provided by law.
den about the size of a city lot. Water follows,
Chas. W. Lamborn, (owner) Lots 23
Passed and approved this 2nd day
will be furnished them free, the land
and the and 24 in Block 2 of the Capital Ad- ef January, 1912.
plowed, the seed furnished,
ARTHUR SELIGMAX,
rest will be up to the boys. Each dition to the City of Santa Fe, New
Attest:
Mayor.
boy is to receive all the produce Mexico, $39.40;
T. P. DELGADO,
B. S, Reed (or unknown
which he raises and market the same.
owner),
City Clerk.
Suitable prizes will be offered for the Lot 5 in Block "A," of the Berardanel-l- i
Addition to the City of Santa Fe,
best kept garden, also prizes on indiAn effort will be Xew Mexico, $21.00;
vidual products.
J. H. Britton (or unknown owner)
made to have the IT, S. Department
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
of Agriculture detail a man to over Lots 7 and 8, Block "C," of the Berar-danelat
of
same
to
see the work, visiting the
Santa
the City
Addition,
stated intervals.
Incidentally, the Fe, Xew Mexico, $45.25.
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
S. C. France (or unknown owner),
work in botany in the schools will
find practical applications in this Lots 3, 4, 5 and 6, in Block "B," of
EDWARD P. DAV1ES,
school garden, insofar as such appli- Berardinelli Addition, to the City of
and Counselor at Law.
Attorney
Santa Fe, Xew Mexico, $76.50.
cations are possible.
Rooms
Sec. 3. The City Clerk of the City
The Agricultural and Mechanic ColCapital City Bank Building,
of
to
directed
is
Santa
Fe
hereby
teams
ball
lege girls' and boys' basket
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
pf.ssed through Deming this morning make and issue to the person or per
Assistant
Districit Attorney1, First
tax
sons
bills Judicial
entitled thereto special
enroute to Silver City where they will
District.
play the teams of the Silver City nor- duly certified against the aforesaid
mal tonight. The teams promenaded several lots or pieces of property and
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
over Deming during the time the train the owners thereof for the amounts
Attorneys-nt-Laof
assessments
the
for
against
respective
stopped, and gave lusty cheers
in tje Distri t Court at
Practice
and
penalties
their college and for Deming. Arthur the same with interest
54 of the Laws well as before the Supreme Court ot
ps
R.
S.
by
provided
Chapter
for
coach
the
Badenoch,
boys,
the territory.
Mitchell, coach for the girls, and Mrs. of the Territory of Xew Mexico of Las
New Mexico,
Crur.es,
j8f,9.
of
women
V.'inningharn dean of the
Sec. 4. That the owner or holder of
the college, accompanied the teams
E. C. ABBOTT
the said liens created against such
Aitorne-y-at-Laproperty may institute suit in the
name of the City against the said
Practice in the District ana Suowner and other proper parties de- preme Courts.
Prompt and carefu)
fendant, in any court having juris attention given to all business.
Palace.
of said Santa Fe.
diction, for the collection
New Mexico
E. D. Fowler, Las Vegas.
assessment, together with interest.
William R. Eilert, Chicago.
cots and penalties and the enforceG. W. PRICHARD
IT. B. Hubbard, Las Vegas.
mc-i-!
and foreclosure of said liens
and Counsellor at Law
Attorney
Nathan Jaffa and family, City.
same
?aid
in
mi
the
premises
all the District Court
Practice
in
S. Alonzo Bright. Albuquerque.
as low provided for the foreel )
and give? special utietittan to cases
Miss Delafield, Xew York City.
on real estate, anl l e
o'
mortgages
before the Territorial Supreme Court
New shall
Miss Ledyard,
Cazanovia,
said suit,
diligently prosecute
York.
or realized OfCcs: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe. N. M.
and all sums collected
Mrs. Hosmer, New York City.
from payments made to the city upon
C. W. O. WARD
James T. Worthingtcn, Garrett said assessments or collected by the
Territorial District Attorn y
Park, Ind.
city thereon by suit or otherwise,
C. C. Pierce, City.
shall be paid to the owner or holder For San Miguel and Mora Counties
M. B. Otero, City.
Ias Vegas,
New Mexico.
of said lien.
Montezuma.
Passed and approved the 2nd day of
Carl Young, Ann Arbor, Mich.
HARRY D. MOULTON
January, 1912.
John Schaechtier, Denver.
ARTHUR SELIGMAX,
A. J. Leamy, Denver.
Attest:
Mayor.
Attorney-at-LaP. J. Moran, Albuquerque.
T. P. DELGADO,
H. E. Welter, Denver.
Clerk.
City
R. E. Curry, St. Louis.
Ordinance No. 2.
G. F. Murray, Hodges.
Santa ye, N. M.
An Ordinance entitled, "An Ordi-Louis Oreck and Mrs. Oreck,
Formerly Special Agent, G. L. O.
nance to levy an assessment and de Land
Minn.
Claims and Contests a Specialty
clare a lien upon lots and pieces of
Harry G. Huse, St. Paul, Minn.
on
San
Francisco
property abutting
W. D. Alvern, San Diego.
Chas. F. Easley.
Chas. R. Easley
street, for the purpose of paying the
R. P. Barnes, Silver City.
EASLEY & EASLF-Y- .
and
costs of paving improvements,
C. S. Rawles, City.
Attorneys at Law.
fixing a lien upon parcels of said prop
E. R. Berrien, El Paso.
Practice in th courts ana before
of
to
and
secure
the
T. J. Guilfoil, Albuquerque.
erty,
payment
Land Department.
the assessment thereon, and to de
A. E. Dorman, City.
Land grants and titles examined.
liaclare said assassments a personal
H. J. Collins, Albuquerque.
Santa Fe. N. M., branch Office Etan
S. Burkhart, Albuquerque.
bility and claim against the several
cia, N. M.
owners of said property and a lien
Ed Spitz, Albuquerque.
said
and
for
J. F. Hutchinson, Springer.
upon
providing
property,
McKEAN & CHEETHAM,
the collection and enforcement there
E. L. Lujan, Denver.
Attorneys-at-Law- .
Thomas J. Martinez, Arroyo Hondo. of.
Practice in all the Courts and BeBe It Ordained, By the City Council fore
Coronado.
the Interior Department.
of the City of Santa Fe:
H. Martinez, Truchas.
Taos,
New Mexico.
1.
Section
Flora Blea, Roswell.
That, whereas, the City
Council of said city has by resolution
Fred S. Knight, Denver.
H. L. ORTIZ.
or ordinance ordered the improve
J. M. Hartley, Buckman.
Attorney and Counsettor-at-LaSam Romero, Nambe.
ment of San Francisco street, between
before all the courts in
Sandoval and Galisteo streets, tjy the thePracticing
Territory.
New Mexico Gun Man Killed in
construction of briek pavement on Santa Fe
New Mexle
said street; and
Saloon.
Frank Vance, at one time marshal
Whereas, after notice, as required
JOSE C. ESPINOSA,
st Dawson, Colfax county, and known by Chapter 42 of the Laws of the Ter
Attorney at Law.
of
a
of
Mexico
as
and
1903.
Xew
the
Southwest
gun ritory
throughout
- - Santa Fe,
New Mexico
man, who is reputed to have killed the ordinances of said city, the own
before all the courts of
Practices
sixteen men, was shot and killed in ers of the hereinafter described lots the State.
the Carbon Club saloon by P. C. Ed or parcels of real estate abutting on
Office with B. M. Read, Esq.
gar, marshall at Cokedale, Las Ani- the aforesaid portions of San Franmas county, Colorado.
out
is
have
cisco
failed
to
construct,
street,
Edgar
MRS. NORA E. SUMMERS.
under $10,000 bond. He had accused or pay for the construction
of the
Public Stenographer
Vance of being implicated
in the pavement of said street as required;
Santa Fe, N. M.
roll robbery and
great Dawson pay
Rooms 11 and 12 Laughlin Block
the
several years ago. Vance was at one
heretofore
said
paveWhereas,
Phone Red 162.
time a mounted police officer and has ment has been constructed by order
Edof the City Council of the City of San
many relatives in Colfax county.
PROBERT & COMPANY
gar was later released on the plea of ta Fe, as provided by statute In such
DEMING PUBLIC SCHOOLS
TO HAVE A FARM.

Company.

GENERAL OFFICES
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Investments
Lairis, Mines, Bonds & 8tocki.
Money Loaned for Investors
Be It Ordained,
We hare for sale general stocks ot
Sec. 2. That there shall be and Merchandise,
Retail Lumber Yard
hereby is expressly assessed against and other Business Opportunitiei
each of the several owners hereinafter throughout Taos county.
lots or
named, and their several
Bank References Furnished.
pieces of property owned by them re- Taos,
New Mexico.
spectively hereinafter described abutting on said portion of San Francisco
M. DIAZ,
street, the several sums hereinalter-mentioneDR.
and said several sums so
assessed are hereby declared to be RESIDENCE, DON GASPAR
AVE
a personal liability which sha'l he
Red
discharged and paid with interest and
Photie,220
penalties as herein provided by said OFFICE, WEST SIDE PLAZA
several owners, and a lien is hereby
declared and fixed upon each of said
Phone, 237 Black
several lots or pieces of property to
OFFICE HOURS. 1 to 3 P. M1
secure the payment of the sums assessed against the same with interest
and penalties which may be enforced
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
Dentist.
against the said premises and the
owners thereof as provided
Over Spitz's Jewelry Store.
by law
and the ordinances of said city.
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
The said owners and the lots, or Phone Red 6.
Office Hours 8a. m. to 5 p. in,
spectively, and the amount of the re
And by Appointment.
spective assessment hereinafter made
against each owner and his property
are named, described and fixed as folSTANDLEY G. SMALL, M. D.
lows:
Physician and Surgeon.
Manuel C. de Baca, owner,
Office and Residence Washington
that
certain lot or piece pf land situate on Ave. next door to Public Library.
the north side of said portion of San Office aours 11 a. m. W 12:30 p. S
Francisco street bounded on the east 2 ti i p. OA. Evenisgs.
)
Phone Black 47.
by lands ot Mrs. Joseph Hersch, on
cases; and
Whereas, the construction of such
paving has been completed; therefore,

J.
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embankment and three mail clerks ers, $5.956.15; lights, $3.600.0O;
IN DISKING
GREAT DANGERS
were badly hurt. Traffic was tied up pigs, $1.io$13.2.j.
alt night.
7.UU0.
Sheep Receipts.
Market
Habit Comes From Humid States
steady to strong.
Mntims,
Where It Rains Often and Little
Lost His Entire Flock.
4.50; lambs, $ j.lliKi i;.Sir fed '.vet hers
Cultivation Is Needed.
Heavy losses to stockmen are re- and yearlings,
ii; fed ewes,
from Mora and Union counties and also eastern Colfax county.
Manuel Gonzales lost all of his herds
numbering 4,00(1 head, in the Ute
Creek country in Union county. Several other owners of flocks lust everything they had through the
spell of snow and cold weather.
porter"

$2.5olt

Cotton.
New York, Jan. 22. Cott.m, spot,
closed quiet, Middling uplands, ;.5n;
middling gulf,
sales, 1,520 bales.
ANOTHER LIFELESS DAY
ON STOCK EXCHANGE.

vet-tu-

1

MARKETWEPORT

Trading
j

Lead and Spelter.
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 22. Iyead
steady, 4.371-2- ; Spelter lower C.::3f?
J:

1 Vs. J Af

Grain and Provisions.
Chicago, 111., Jan. 22. Wheat

i' -

100

Corn
Oats
Pork
Lard
Ribs

May
May

94
66
49

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

15.50.
9.03.
MO.

July

-

May

9."i.

July
July

5? 66.

C."

45

8

ft

4

Wool.
St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 22. -- Wool mar- ket steady; territory and western
mediums lfifilSc; fine mediums 15
17c; fine lOfil.jc.

Of

Deming,

HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
President of Corporation

Chicago.
Chicago, 111., Jan. 22. Cattle Receipts, 29,000. Market steady to 10c
lower. Beeves, $4.S0'f S.40; Texas
steers, $4.40(5.85; western steers,
$4.80 7.25;
stockers and
feeders,
$5.75 6.00; cows and heifers. $2.25'
.70; calves, $6.23 9.50.
Market
Hogs Receipts,
55,000.
slow. Generally 10c lower.
Light
$5.506.iO; mixed, $3.S36.25; pigs,
$3.856.25; bulk of sales, $6.056.20.
Market
Sheep Receipts,
30,000.
steady, shade lower. Native, $3.25
4.70; western, $:l.C04.75; yearlings,
$4.50
$4.905.85; lambs, native,

Commission.

X X X X X
X

her quartet of little ones to work out
their own destiny.
With the true
Born
North X spirit of heroism the noble mother
Wales.
X went to work, doing more than her
Came to the United States X full share in the pioneer development
when four years old.
X ol the town, working far beyond her
Lived in Colorado,
Silver X strength to perform the duties of
X homemaker, church worker and comCity, Deming.
X munity aid. Her death in 3 S98 caused
Railroad conductor
6.S0; western, $5.006-85- .
Grand Chancellor
Knights X general mourning.
Omaha.
of Pythias
X
"The three brothers commenced
South Omaha, Neb., Jan. 22. CatSupreme Representative for X railroading at the bottom of the ladX der and have worked up to conduc-torshi- tle Receipts, 5,000. Market slow to
four years.
Mason.
X
Native steers,
$5.25
Hugh and Ellis on the Santa 10c lower.
X Fe and Ed on the S. P. The daught- 7.75; cows and heifers, $3.256.00;
Married.
X X X X X X X X X X X XXX er, Mary, married Charlie Lee, an en- western
steers ?3.8O6.40; range
gineer on the S. P. at Tucson. In cows and heifers, $3.005.25;
The New Mexican is indebted to 1S99 Hugh was married to Miss Ma$2.S53.65; stockers and feedthe Deming Graphic for the following mie Hudson, daughter of Colonel and ers $3.506.00; calves, $4.O08.00;
Mrs. Richard Hudson, three children bulls, stags, etc., $3.505.00.
biographical sketch of President Hugh
born to this union, all passing
being
Hogs Receipts, 12,000.
Market,
H. Williams of the State Corporation
away in infancy.
Hugh started on 10c lower. Heavy, $5.90(SG.10; mixed,
Commission:
the bottom round of the ladder and $3.85(80.95; light, $5.50ig0.00;
pigs,
"Hugh H. Williams, the highest has climbed his way to his present $4.505.50; bulk of sales, $5.73'S.00.
man of the New Mexico corporations honorable position in the new state.
6.200.
Market
Sheep Receipts,
commission, commenced the battle of He served in various railroad capaci- strong. Yearlings, $4.50(0 5.50; ; wethlife at Corwin, North Wales, July 21, ties at Deming, Lordsburg, Clifton ers,
$4.004.50; ewes, $3.25 4.25 ;
He didn't like and Guthrie culminating in a main lambs, $3.506.50.
1876, centennial year.
so small a place and so four years line passenger run on the Santa Fe.
Kansas.
If.ter induced his parents to come to His school has been the school of
Kansas
Mo., Jan. 22. Cattle
City,
in
the
Colorado, experience and his college
America, landing first
college
12,000,
Receipts,
incluu.ng 700 souththen in Silver City and lastly, mak- of hard knocks, but he has won out
erns. Market steady to 10c lower. Naing the final move to Deming, where He has just closed a term as grand tive
southern
steers, $5.5u8.00;
the family was reared, one passing chancellor of the Knights of Pythias
cows anu
southern
steers,
$4.750.30;
an
Soon
elected
of
at
been
and
has
New
after
Mexico
away
early age.
for four heifers, $3.005.00; native cows and
coming to Deming, the father went supreme
representative
heifers, $3.00(36.50; stockers, feeders,
to the California gold fields never to years. He is also a Mason.
" 'Our Hughie,' is surely 'in good.' " $3.O04.O0; bulls, $3.50 (S 5.50 ; ; calves,
return, leaving a brave mother with
$4.508.5o; westerns steers, $4.75
7.00; western cows, $3.005.25.
Age

35

years.
at Corwin,

Plays
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8

2

c
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dies in Santa Fe only at our store s'deswiped a freight train at ManuelThe Rexall Store. The Fischer Drug ito near Gallun on Saturday. The
mail car was thrown down a steep
Co., 232 San Francisco St.

players

"Checkers."
Nothing does so much good for the
theatre as a successful play that is a,
with the public.
genuine success
There are some offerings which are:
hailed as successes and which
the
The
public flock to see in droves.
play over, people begin to wonder
where the success came in;
they
couldn't see it.
They are disappointed and there is a lurking susthe man
picion within them that
v.ith the "gold brick" has been around.
Then they get to be a little chary
The play that is
about "successes."
a genuine success, that pleases the
mind and the
heart and thereby
leaves a good impression, does the1
theatre good in this way, it creates a
desire to visit it more often. The
popular play "Checkers," announced
for presentation at the Elks Theatre
on Tuesday evening belongs to tho
"Checkers" has played
latter class.
in
engagements
twenty different
New York, nine in Philadelphia, eight

8

.

deep-plowin- g

16,000.
Market,
Receipts,
Bulk of sales, $5.800.15;
heavy, $0.106.20; packers and butch- -

e

one-ha-

jjUPOUIBIHS

10c lower.

(By Special teased Wire to New Mexican! That Gave Bears in Chicago Wheat
Juarez, Mex., Jan. 22. Entries for
Pit an Opportunity to Force
tomorrow :
Down Prices.
First race, selling, one mile: Mar
Wire to New Mexican)
jorie Fleming, 90; Skillute, 95; Dot-ti- (By Special leased
Hot dry
Chicago, 111., Jan. 22.
B., X Minnolette, 105; Velsini, Herweather in the Argentine, favoring
etic, Mamac, a Don Diego, 107; Judith Page, Mauretania, 110; Almaberi, the late harvest and the crop moveSam Barber, 112; Lomond, Onatassa, ment, had a bearish effect today on
the price of wheat. Initial transac115.
to
lower. May
tions were
Second race, selling six furlongs. started at 1001-- to 100
a loss of
Error, W. H. Ford, Great Friard, 97;
to
touched 100
and
X James Blackstock, 100; Relle of the reacted to 1001-Closing prices
were nervous with May
Bay, Irish Beauty, Fern L., 103;
'higher
Rubinon, Doc Allen, Novgorod, at 100
105; Prince Winter,
108;
commissiota
Mapleton,
Lively
selling by
112.
houses eased off the corn market.
down to
up at
Third race, selling, six furlongs. May opened
to
to 66
and declined
X Star Venus, X Chilla, Bob Lynch, 66
(iC
Closing figures were steady
105; Zool, 107; Braxton, Toy, Tallow
lower at 66
Dip, Nimbus Sir, Irenus, 112; Oxer, with May
Oats showed a rather stubborn un115.
dertone. May started a sixteenth off
n
Fourth race, handicap, seven
to a shade advance at 49
to
Louis, 103; Bourbon Beau, 105;
49
50c and held around 49
longs. Uncle Ben. 92; Flying Wolf,
A big run of hogs sent packers to
Kootenay, 108; Arasee, 116.
the bear side of provisions.
First
Fifth race, selling, five and
sales were a shade to 10c lower with
,
Bat,-tlefurlongs. Moralight, Booger
May at 16(S 16.05 for pork; 9.30 to
100; Brack Bonta, Racquette, 103; 9.32
for lard and 8.60 for ribs.
Siddon, Manasseh, 108; Yanker, 113.
Sixth race, selling one mile. Miss
AROUND THE STATE.
Korn, 102; Flying Feet, 104; Black
Mate; L. M. Rekert, Eye White, 105;
(.onclnued From Page 2.)
Lena Lech, 107; Jack Laxson. 109.
X Apprentice allowance.
Vigil Has Disappeared.
Lucas Vigil has disappeared from
his. home in La Cinta canon, eastern
NO
DOUBT
Mora county, and a posse is looking
for him. It is feared he has met foul
A Statement of Facts Backed By a play as he had stirred up considerable trouble in his neighborhood.
Strong Guarantee.
We guarantee immediate and positive relief to all sufferers from conMeningitis in Grant County.
A case of epidemic cerebro-spina- l
stipation. In every case where our
to
do this we will return meningitis of the same type which is
remedy fails
the money paid us for it. That's a creating such havoc and terror in
frank statement of facts, and we want Texas, is reported from Grant counyou to substantiate them at our risk. ty, and the county health officers are
Rexall Orderlies are eaten Just like taking energetic measures to prevent
candy, are particularly prompt and the deadly disease from spreading.
agreeable In action, may be taken at
Barela Acquitted.
any time, day or night; do not cause
In the case of State vs. Manuel
diarrhoea, nausea, griping, excessive
looseness, or other undesirable ef- Barela, charged with "killing Lazaro
fects. They have a very mild but Lopez at Mountainair,
Judge E. L.
positive action upon the organs with Medler at Estancia, instructed the
which they come in contact, appar- jury to return a verdict of not guilty,
ently acting as a regulative tonic up- as it was apparent from the evidence
on the relaxed muscular coat of the that Barela shot Lopez in self dev
bowel, thus overcoming
weakness, fense,
and aiding to restore the bowels to
Two Lodged in Reform School. .
more vigorous and healthy activity.
Rexall Orderlies are unsurpassable
Charles Madisc, aged 17 years,
and ideal for the use of children, old was sent to the Reform School at
folks and delicate persons. We can- Springer from Otero county, for leadnot too highly recommend them to all ing an idle, vicious, vagrant life. He
sufferers from any form of constipa- must serve nine months. Lotario
tion and its attendant evils. That's Romero, aged 17, was sent there
why we back our faith in them with from Albuquerque to serve six months
our promise of money back if they do for vagrancy.
not give entire satisfaction. Three
California Limited Ditched.
sizes: 12 tablets, 10 cents, 36 tablets
25 cents, and 80 tablets 50 cents. ReThe first section of the Colifornia
member you can obtain Rexall Reme- Limited on the Santa Fe, west bound,

Closing Quotations.
New York, Jan. 22. Call money, 2 ily.
Supposing we plant a crop of spring
prime paper, 3
tl'.ver, wheat or oats on corn stubble, what
57
Mexican dollars, 47; copper,
happens?
Ninety per cent, of the
14.0014.25; tin, 42.O042.75;
le.id, farmers put cattle on the stubble
C5
4.40ff4.50; amalgamated,
The ground beduring the winter.
sugar, 114
Atchison, 106
comes hard and overpacked; we disk
Great Northern, 131
4; New York this on the surface and plant the seed.
New York Central, loS
Northo.-For awhile it does splendidly, and if
Pacific, 110
Union
Pacific, the rains keep up will make a fair
107
steel, 60
crop; but if dry weather comes and
Pfd., Ill
a crust forms on the surface or under the mulch, the crop is gone, for
POLITICS
it is solid underneath.
It has never
been plowed.
It is the surface farmers who are alThe New Mexican is in receipt of a
copy of the Lexington, Ky., Leader, ways wailing about this crust under
which devotes two columns to R. C. the mulch, but those who belong to
school pay no attenMcClure, Republican leader in
the the
to it, for they still have plenty
Mr. McClure, tion
Kentucky legislature.
it will be remembered, was assistant of room for the roots of their crops
down below, and If the mulch above
superintendent ot forests in New the crust
is in proper shape there is
Mexico and later supervisor of the
no more evaporation than there is beGila reserve in New Mexico.
fore.
A man wrote to me once and asked
Must Present Bills Those holding
what he should do for the crust under
bills against the inauguration
comthe mulch. I wrote back and said:
mittee must present them before t
"Next
plow deep." His answer
afternoon to Mayor Arthur was: year
"How did you find out that I
All committee
chairmen didn't plow deep?"
Sengman.
must also present their accounts for
The worst consequence of disking
an audit by tomorrow afternoon.
without plowing is the effect it has
on next year's crop. The ground being hard, the water penetrates very
little; the available moisture Is used
up by the crop, and the surplus evaporates or runs off. Nothing is saved
for next year.
In dry farming, if we work only
for the present, we are living from
hand to mouth. The very foundation
in Chicago and St. Louis, and thre of this branch of agriculture is to
in San Francisco.
fron farm for the future. Store up moisJudging
this record, it certainly is entitled to ture in the soil next year and the
the name of a "genuine success." This year after, keep track of it with th
is the only company that has ever pick and shovel or with a ground
presented this play. There never has augur, and you will soon find out
which style of arming pays the best
been any other company.
"The Missouri Girl."
The Dallas News, in speaking
of
POULTRY YARD AND PEN.
"The Missouri Girl," says:
"There have been so many
Houses must be kept sanitary and
aggregations that have the fowls free from vermin.
taken advantage of the theatre-goerLice are working havoc, and too
in this city, that it was something severe measures cannot be adopted.
of a pleasant surprise not
find
to
It is the even, steady thrift of our
'The Missouri Girl' in the same class. stock that makes them pay a profit.
a
"A good sized audience "took
In making an egg ration, do not forchance' last night and much enjoyed get a liberal allowance of sunshine.
the clever acting, catchy songs and
The comb not only denotes egg layclean comedy of the production."
ing, but the general condition of the
M.
Stanton has secured hen.
Manager
this clever comedy for date of JanuLess grain Is needed for fowls when
of bone and vegetables are fed in abunary 29, 1912, and theatre-goer- s
this city should show their apprecia- dance.
A cold draft, will stop hens laying
tion of a good production by packing
as quickly as anything in the world
the house on that date.
sure.
Early hatches do better than those
brought off after the heat of the summer ha3 begun.
To make the chick grow, first give
plenty of good fresh air; don't allow
them to crowd.
Chilled or long-laieggs will nut
produce as strong chicks as fresh,
for eggs.
In grading up the chickens, only
those that are the most vigorous
should be considered.
Turkey raisers find it profitable to
have Guinea fowls with the turkey
flock.
They act as police.
There is only one time when a
is justified in selling a good
pullet, and that is when he is going
out of business.
The hen is admitted to be one of
the greatest financial factors in the
country today, and she is also one of
the most overworked.
Some good poultrymen
think by
feeding setting hens in the morning
they are more apt to remain contentedly on their nests all day.
A hen that runs to meat may lay
steadily for a week in the spring and
summer, and then go on a vacation
for the balance of the year.
Too Slow.
,
He ktescd her once
And straiKluawny quit;
That's why the dunce-- He
got the mitt.
i

Hogs

HOT DRY WEATHER
PREVAILS IN ARGENTINE.

d

g

s

well-care-

poul-tryma- n

New Industry.
"Signed up as yet?" inquired Actor
Yorick Hamm.
"Not yet," responded Actor Ham-let- t
A

I
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HOBART CAVANAUGH AS "CHECKERS."

SOIL

Reservoir Must

MOISTURE

Be

WAN 1

1

Prepared to
Wanted A girl for general housework. Address X, New Mexican.

Receive the Rain.

R.

illy
We have been watching the effects
of shallow plowing and diskiijg for
early thirty years, and still we can
5ee no good in it. Fvery dry year the
same thing happens. In 190S we went
over thousands of acres where the
traps had been disked in on stubble.
We saw oats burned out six and
eight inches high; spring wheat completely fired just beginning to head;
winter wheat that went only five bushels to the acre; and fields of corn on
shallow-plowesod that yielded nothing but a handful of fodder.
The disking and shallow plowing
habits come from the humid states,
where it rains sometimes twice a
week, and small crops can always be
raised by simply cultivating enough
to keep the weeds out.
Farmers will sometimes say; "We
can raise more by disking than plowing." This is true, because a surface farmer seldom plows more than
three inches, and he can do this equally well and more quickly with the
disk. Or he may plow without harrowing, let the ground dry out as he
goes, and plant in a poorly prepared
seed bed.
An old friend of ours used to raise
indifferent crops by plowing once in
three years and disking in his seeds
the two intervening years. The first
year his oats would be about two to
three feet high; the second year. 18
inches; and the third about a foot;
but if a dry year happened, there was
nothing doing. He always would persist that he could raise good crops
without plowing to cary his cattlo
to
through the winter. I happened
meet him in 1909. "Well," I said,
"how did you come out last year?"
"Oh," he said, "I sold my cattle."
Thousands of head of cattle were
sold in the fall of 1908 for the same
reason.
This put. the market right
down and the dry farmers lost heavY..

i2

can-ner-

BIG CARD FOR JUAREZ
RACES ON TUESDAY.

Became More Brisk in Final
Falf Hour, but Market
Closed Heavy.

(By SiKTlal I.oas' d Win- to New Mexican)
New York Jan. 22. -- The combined
effects of realizing sales and of lower prices of Americans in I.ond were
sufficient, during the morning trading
on the stock market, to force stocks
to a lower level. The bidding up of
Reading and the strength ot' a lew
minor stocKs exerted no tippareiu in
fluence, all hough the list held steadier as the day advanced
Union Pacific was again under noticeable pressure and Lehigh Valley
showed tin? effects of realizing after
its extended rise. The undertone became better after n o'clock and activity increased ;:s prices advanced.
Reading and the Hill stocks showed
strength but the ivnvritder of the active list ruled generuly slightly below last week's closing figures. The
market showed little iit. St.ocks ir:
which speculation is never active
sharply on small sales. Aside from
the Hill issues most of the market:
leaders were quoted well under Saturday's filial prices with the losses
averaging about a point in the Union
Pacific, United States steel, Amalgamated Copper, end American Smelt
ing.
The market closed heavy. Trading
became livelier in the final half hour,
with large purchasing orders tor the
Hill stocks.

6.40.

1

4.U0.

SAVE

FOR KAI.E-.- W
Water Carried Into Subsoil Must Be
piano A bargain.
Brought Back to Surface Where
Seed Is Germinating
and
WANTF.D
'lit
work and rooking,
Young Roots Growing.

v

Upton Upright
Adolf Seligman.

for general house
Apply Mrs. Foiii-iiV- i
Manhattan
niie.
I

off, 110

So fur as cultivation is concerned
there are iliree principal steps in the
conservation of soil moisture:
1. Tho Miil nam be loosened to a
considerable deinh in order to prepare
s reservoir to receive the rain and
carry the water downward into the
soil. This may b" accomplished by
by listing, or by disking
deep plo
unplowcd lands.
2. The water which is carried down
into the subsoil mast be brought back
ngai:i into the surface soil where the
seed is germinating and the young
roots are growing, and to accomplish
this a good connection must be made
between the furrow-slicand the sub
soil, and this is the purpose in the use
of the subsurface packer immediately
after plowing.
3. Finally, in order that the water
j
which is drawn up again towards the
surface may not reach the air and be
wasted by evaporation, the upper two
or three inches of the soil must be
kept mellow in the form of a soil
mulch, and this is accomplished in the
growing of crops, by frequent cultivation, which is not so practicable
with wheat and other small grains as
with corn and other intertilled crops.
The most important step in soil
moisture conservation is to get the
water into the soil. When this has
been accomplished,
the keeping it
there and returning it gradually to the
growing crop is a relatively simple
matter. Many farmers have yet failed
to learn this most important fact of
dry farming, that the storing of the
moisture in the soil is the first and
great principle of soil moisture conservation. The firming and pulverizing
of the soil to prepare the seed bed,
and the surface cultivation of the soil
to maintain the mulch, are each with- out avail unless there has been stored
in the deeper soil a sufficient amount
of moisture to support the growing
crop in time of drought.
Now the moisture should be stored
at all times during the season, but
especially during the interval between
harvest and planting. This requires
early plowing so that the soil may be
In condition to catch the rain and absorb it.
In order that there may be room to
receive and store a heavy rain, deep
plowing is desirable. If plowing cannot be done early, the cultivation of
the unplowed land with a disk harrow
will keep the soil in good plowing condition longer and favors the absorption of rain.
A good rule, but it cannot always be
followed, is to plow when the soil is in
such condition that it will drop from
the moldboard in a mellow, friable
condition.
Deep plowing should be done with
purpose and intelligence.
Loosening the soil by deep plowing
favors the absorption of moisture, but
if rains do not come in time such land
will suffer from drought more quickly
than though it had been plowed shallow.
The loose soil dries out and capillarity is broken, preventing the furrow-slice
from receiving moisture from
the subsoil rapidly enough to sustain
the growing crop. The depth and frequency of plowing should vary according to the nature of the soil. A light
or sandy soli requires less depth of
plowing and less frequent plowing
than a heavy, or compact, clayey or
"gumbo" soil.
As a general proposition, plowing
should be shallow when it precedes
planting only a short time.
Plow deep in the fall, and plow deep
for summer fallow.
A long interval between plowing and
seeding allows the soil to settle sufficiently, while freezing and thawing
mellows the raw, hard subsoil which
has been brought to the surface.
The relative depths of plowing may
be stated as follows:
j

Shallow plowing
Medium plowing
Deep plowing
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One Feeder's Method.
feeder last year
bought his sheep early in September,
turned them into clover, rape and
Then he
grain fields for a week.
gradually worked them into a standing field of corn. P.etween this and
the meadows the sheep got into a
Bne condition of flesh by the middle
3f November.
The Bheep before this time were
gradually accustomed to clover hay
and finished on corn and barley. The
oulk of the feed was gathered by
the sheep themselves, thus reducing
the cost of harvesting.
The more expensive feed used in finishing was required for only a short time.
A very successful

Feminine Applause.

"What on earth d'you keep clapping
for? That last singer was awful!"
"I know; but I liked the style of her
clothes and I want to have another
look at them." London Opinion.
Unusual.

Singer

A

Fatt.
"Peculiar chap, very. His wife is
"Then how do you eat?"
boss in his house."
"I'm a professional bohemian at a
"What's peculiar about that?"
bohemian restaurant."
"He admits it"

Ma

Sewing

New.

142 Marcy St.

bargain.

WANTED An English
speaking
girl to do general housework. Apply
.Mrs. Small Washington avenue.
,

FOn.

ROOMS

KENT

One,

three,

or five nice, now, comfortable rooms
for rent at 2:17 Washington avenue.
Large, handsome dining room, exceptionally nice and well suited for
hoarders.
TYPE WR'T ERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Kibbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
ai") rented. Standard makes hand'ed.
All repair work and typewritea guaranteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone 2"t.

Fraternal Societies
MASONIC.
Montezuma
No. 1. A. F.

Regular

Lodge
& A. M.

communl-- i

cation first Monday
of each month at
Masonic - Hall
7.30.

ALAN R. McCORD, W. M.
CHAS. E. LINNET, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter

1. R. A. M.

No.

Regular

convocation second
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER,
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN. Secretary.

Saota Fe Comn. ander
No. 1, K. T. Regular
conclave fourth MonsJwrZBfcJ',,.

V),jf"
v7

'

n

.....

w
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alaBOUlc
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CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
P- -

W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge ol
Perfection No. 1, 14U
Ancient and

degree.
cepted

Ac-

Scottish Rite ol
Free Masonry meets oa

the third Monday of each month
at ?:30 o'clock in the evening la
Masonic Hall, south
side of Plaza.
Visiting Fcotish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT,

32.

Master.

Venerable
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32

Secretary.

a p. o. e.
Santa Fe Lodge

No.

60, B. P. O. E. holds

its regular session on
the second and fourth

J.

D. SENA,

of each
Wednesday
month. Visiting brothers are inviteu aad
welcome.
CARL A. BISHOP.
Exalted Ruler.

Secretary.
F. W. FARMER
Homestead No,
2879.

Brotherhood
of
American Yeomen
Seconi
Meets
and Fourth Thura

days, Fireman's

Hall. H. Foreman,
A. E. P. Robinson,
Cor. Sec. Fred F.
Alarid.

Inches
inches
Inches

Plowing deeper than eight inches
with the common plow is not usually
practicable, but the soil may be stirred
twelve to eighteen inches deep with a
deep tillage plow or subsoil plow, and
in heavy soil with hard compact subsoil such deep stirring may occasionally he desirable.
When land is allowed to lie for a
considerable period after plowing before the crop is planted, the settling of
the soil, together with the surface cultivation to preserve the mulch and the
cementing due to rain, usually causes
the soil to repack and firm up to a
sufficient extent to make a good seed
bed.

Somewhat

FOR SALE

chine with lat st attachments.

Santa Fe Camp

13514,

mm
bors welcome.

M.

W. A.

ineets second Tuesday each month, tie
cial meeting tUrd
Tuesday at Elks
Hall. Vistlng selgo

U. G. WHITTIER, Consul
CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.

Let Him Know jt

rr you are out ot

a position, you must let the employer
know it. A want advertisement in the

New Mexican will reach every busi
ness and professional man in the city
and county and a great many in tha
territory. If yon have any special tal
ent, do not hide it under a buahei.
Are You a SellerT An aavertlse- ment in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate
on the market effectively. It will put
the facts of your property before the
eyes of all possible buyets.

Very Serious
It is a very serious matter to ask
for one medicine and have the
wrong one civen you. For this
reason we urge you In buying to
be careful to get the genuine

slack-draug-

ht

Liver Medicine
The recutation of tV.i'a M
ble medicine, for constipation, indigestion and liver trouble, is firmly established. It does not imitate
other medicines. It is better than
others, or it won hi nnt h tho fa
vorite liver powder, with a larger
boic wau aji otaers comDinea.
SOLD Hi TOWN
F2
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perintendent, presented her with a
beautiful iiece of silver.
Suierin- tendent and Mrs. Crandall "wEl leave
this week for their new station at
Pierre, South Dakota, to which school

ernors, a ribbon bag which she prizes
highly for sentimental reasons. Find-!please return to her or to Mayor
Seligman or to the Xew Mexican.
Hands and Nail Scrubs in great
Bristles of all desired texvariety.
ture. Get one at Zook"s.
Junior Christian Endeavor Organ- ,
I
:mrrh vps-k Dck.-toioitCU
jv- llCOUJlCimu vuuih
iterday afternoon, a Junior Christian
e

til
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cotton rags-f- our
WANTED Clean
cents per pound. New Mexican
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Saddles and Bridles

d

Ranges with Reservoirs
Buffet,

d

ZK

..

Golden Oak

Combination

Bookcase

"

Marble Top Cen. Table
One Typewriter Desk,
One Roll Top Desk

--

Bargains

PHONE 55 BLACK, SANTA FE, N. M.
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Opportunity
That lasts only
until Tuesday,
January 23d.

con-

struction,
The price is very reasonable, and
lower than any maker could produce
a wagon of anything like the same
quality for in anything but enorm THE STUDEBAKER
FACous quantities.
TORY has instructed us to

withdraw

THE SPECIAL
LOW PRICES we have been
making for the last week.
These prices will be with-

j

WAGONS

j

drawn
.

are made and sold every year.
Only the purchase of materials in
makers
great quantities enables the
of the Studebaker waoa to market
it at the price they do.
Talk about value, why there is no
wagon made that has the value in it
that the Studebaker has.
If you like to get your money's
worth, buy a Studebaker.

j

j
J

o

Plaza Market Co.

Wagon

When vou consider the quality of

I'd

All Go At

d

the material, and its splendid

11

z
aa

I

High-Price-

fiolden

A

SX

j

Broke in Saloon "Our Place," a saloon located on the west side of the
office.
Plaza, was broken into shortly after 8
Bring the children to the Elks' to- o'clock
last, night by a man dressed
It's
night. It's Kiddies' Christmas."
in black who took $25 in silver and
One is the fare of Bill, the other a good.
The so-Accidental Scratches are quickly bills from the cash drawer.
bill of fare!
when
doors
closed
loon
had
its
just
healed with liquid court plaster, at
the thief broke a rear window and
Zook's Pharmacy.
Shot Herself While trying to kill proceeded to help himself. A cabby
a eal, Miss Atilano Sanchez, daughter was standing just outside the front
of Mr. and Mrs. Cruz Sanchez at Al- dcor, but did not recognize the burgAnd Look Over Our Bill of Fare
ar-- :
not
has
been
and
who
lar,
escaped
the
buquerque, shot herself through
Before Arranging Yours I
rested.
hand.
A Picture for the Young
and .old,
Ford Found
W
Guilty George
YOU'LL LIKE OUR MFATS Ford, a wealthy and prominent resi "Kiddies' Christmas. It's at the Elks'
dent of the Manzano mountains, was tonight.
found guilty of cattle stealing in disSuperintendent Wood Thrown Out
our
tender
chops,
fyjost
of Carriage Superintendent
J. A.
trict court at Estancia.
"Kiddies' Wood, while driving home yesterday
Everybody will enjo)
our steaks are rare.
Christmas." It's at the Elks' tonight. from church, was thrown out of his
Don't miss it.
carriage while trying to hold back the
Excellent our hams, salt
New Song By Joe Bren The New horse, which took fright at an auto-- !
Mexican is in receipt of a copy of a mobile near the Sanitarium on East
meats the same.
Thr. carriage, dash- new song written and composed by Valace Avenue.
cuts prepared with W Joe Bren, well remembered by Santa
against a telegraph pole.' Mrs.
Wood remained seated, but Professor
Ft people, especially the Elks.
Died of His Injuries D. M. Collins! Wood was thrown out and was drag-whgreatest care
fell under a Santa Fe train near! ged ten feet. His hip was badly bruis- serve and to please
Mountainair and was horribly man- - ed and he received other contusions
gled on Saturday, died of his injuries which sent him to bed.
at Albuquerque twenty minutes after
A
you, our aim !
Token
of
The
Appreciation
arrival at the hospital.
teachers and employes at the U. S.
Lost Ribbon Bag Mrs. O. N. Mar-ro- Indian Industrial School, as a token
at the inaugural ball, lost in the of the high esteem in which they hold
cloak room in the Palace of the Gov- - Mrs. C. J.
Crandall, wife of the su- 1

IIP

BERT CONNER IS
TAKEN ILL SUDDENLY.

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS

THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS
1--

l

j

Are Pushed Along!

Things,

9 Cans 2

The deceased leaves an aged
mother and sister and two brothers,
besides many friends and relatives.

Yutan.

one oi tne largest ana most lm--;
Be Indefinitely Postponed
nortant schools
- in the Indian, service.! Trial May
!
by Judge Willis Because
santa fe greatly regrets tne depart-- I
of Sickness.
Endeavor Society was organized with ure of Mr. and Mrs. Crandall, who are
bus-tavontes
and
as
in
general
Miss
Carroll
socially
Jessie
president.:
Good
You Know,
'
special icasea wire to isew Mexican,
Twenty-eigh- t
were present. The so-- iness circles.
uos Angeies, (jaut, jan. zz.
n;,e
ciety will meet every Sunday afterv Death of Mrs. Sophie L. A. Neff
on his way to the court room, Bert
The Reason They Take Such a Hike,
noon at o o'clock.
IMrs. Sophie L. A. Xeff, widow of the1
Conner, who was to have testified :.n
Tonight's Program at the Elks', late Rev. Dr. G. A. Xeff of TJtica, Xew his own behalf in the Hall of Rec- "Kiddies' Christmas," (Two Reels) York, died at Yutan, Xebraska, after
Is, Because They're the Kind the People Like!
was sud- and the ". ser's Heart." See these a severe illness. The deceased was ords dynamiting trial today,
denly stricken with some undefined
!
!
llady end the ca,se wafs Postponed,
over two many, in 1858. 'in 1876, she married
Fair Weather Still-- For
sun- - the late G. D. Koch of Santa Fe, whoThe ?nfn Prolan, after a hasty
had
weeks
Santa
has
Fe
now,
8 lbs. Good Native Onions, . . $ .25
$1.00
said the man was suf- shiny weather and its continuance is died in 189fi. In 1898, she married examination,
from
either
toptomaine poisonin
ring
Xeff',
lbs.
14
1.00
1.00
G.
A.
Bureau
who died in
the late Dr.
Tomatoes,
Sugar,
predicted by the Weather
or appendicitis.
Judge Willis delayd the trial until
degrees and the minimum last night x Y. The remains of the deceased
On Saturday, the aiaxi- - will be taken to Utica. Funeral serv- - this afternoon and said if the prisoner
IS degrees.
mum was 41 degrees and the minimum ices were held yesterday
in
the; was seriously ill it would he post-1- 5
at poned indefinitely.
Zion's German Lutheran church
degrees.
Delightful and fragrant toilet wa-- i
.
mmmmm
ters, whose use you will appreciate.!
Your particular odor at Zook's.
What is the difference between the
3iS3tfSSSii
FRESH CUT FLOWERS n
v qnnun hd
nun
Ladies, Take Notice! In Gvaer that
and
President's traveling expenses
S MIL US1SLI iiUUUU Ui .
there may be no misunderstanding as
AT THE
a menu card?
to the fur coats that were exchanged
Located one Block East from the Old San Miguel Church.
at the inaugural ball the owner wishes to say that the coat lost was a
WEATHER FORECAST.
- $1.25, $1.50 and up per dozen
Roses,
small size black sealette with yellow-lininColo22.
Denver, Colo., Jan.
.75, 1.00 " $1.25 "
Carnations,
case
card
and
had
the
owner's
rado: Tonight and Tuesday
- .75 and $1.00
returnwas
Narcissus,
case
which
in
and
card
it
fair; not much change in ternViolets (Sweet), - - - - 50c. a bunch
ed to the lady attendant when the
perature.
mistake was made. The coat left was
Xew Mexico: Tonight and
R. V. BOYLE, Manager.
Phone Black 12.
same
of similar color and had the
much
not
Tuesday
fair;
kind of lining and in the pocket was
change in temperature.
a blue veil. It is hoped that who-We Never Shut off the steam at ever made the error will return thei
coat promptly to the New Mexican
J1
Goebels.

THE GOODS WE BUY DO NOT STAY LONG

13 Cans 10c Milk

1911

We Sell

it and Guarantee it

i

2
2
3

TUESDAY,

JAN. 23.

8

in. Business Pole, $62.50

4

in. Standard Farm, 82.00

in. Mountain Farm,

100.00

Cash or Easy Payments-

Come in Before It
Is Too Late.

I Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

C8"'
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ON TAILOR-MAD- E
AND YOUNG
TAILORING
ynT If if

Am

CLOTHES FOR MEW

MESWINTER

IS A TRADE BY ITSELF.

SUITS.
Our many

Suits taught
experience in the Tailor-Madus that the best advertisement is the best work. We are
capable of doing the finest kind of tailoring and the more
artistic fitting garment that anybody on earth can build.
We aim to advertise our splendid tailoring in this
wayand
so our business grows.
e

$25.00 and $30.00
Suits now for

$35.00 Suits
Overcoats the Same Price

Our reputation in the TAILOR-MADCLOTHES is well
known to you all that we make nothing but the finest workmanship, and when you wear Salmon's Suits you are dressed
to perfection. We will be pleased to show you the handThe patterns are new and were never
some woolens.
more attractive.
E

$ 1 7.50

AND WOMEN!
have a Suit or a Dress
for repairing and cleaning, bring it to the Big Store. Ed.
Syufy is in charge, doing only first-clas- s
work If you think
anything of your clothes, put them in his hands. ,

SPECIAL NOTICE

ln

MEN

WE WILL MAKE YOU AN UPTODATE DRESS SUIT FOR $37.50
This Store is the Home of Hart, Schaffner

&

Marx Clothes

MAT HAM SALMOM
-
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-
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